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Wholesale Prices Shoot
Up 1.1 Percent In July
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After three
months of moderation, wholesale prices
shot up 1.1 percent in July, resuming
the fast inflationary pace that prevailed
at the start of the year, the government
said today.
The Labor Department laid much of
the blame on rapidly rising energy
prices.
The wholesale price of home heating
oil rose 9 percent from June to July.
Continuation of that rate for a full year
would more than double the price by
mid-1980. Gasoline prices went up 3.9
percent in July.
The rapidly rising energy prices
pushed up by 1.4 percent the cost of all
non-food items in the department's
compilation of wholesale prices.
This boost was not offset, as ex-
pected, by food prices, which showed no
change last month after dropping in the
three previous months.
Wholesale prices had risen a modest
0.5 percent in June.
July's 1.1 percent rate, which would
produce an annual rate of more than 10
percent if continued for 12 monthS, was
comparable to price increases of 1
percent or more from December 1978
through last March.
"Energy prices are still going quite
strong," said John Early, chief of the
Labor Department's division of in-
dustrial prices. "But finished goods
other than energy and food were up 0.8
percent. The price increases were
pervasive."
Although prices paid farmers have
been moderating, the trend has not
extended through the distribution
system to grocery stores. This has
prompted the Carter administration to
announce several steps designed to
remedy the situation.
On Wednesday, the Council on Wage
and Price Stability criticted food in-
dustry middlemen -- processors,
wholesalers and retailers — for large
Increases in their markups in the
9econd quarter of this year.
The increases mean thousands of
dollars to Americans. who pay for the
markups. Consumers spend an
estimated $170 billion on groceries a
year
The council, which oversees
President Carter's voluntary wage and
price guidelines, also said Wednesday it
has notified 37 of the nation's 225 largest
food companies that they may not be in
compliance with the price standard.
The companies were not identified.
Only a day earlier, the president had
told a Baltimore audience middlemen
and retailers were "profiting ex-
cessively."
Carter plans to meet with industry
leaders to discuss the problem, ac-
cording to Alfred E. Kahn, the
president's chief inflation adviser. No
meeting date has been set, the White
House press office said.
Food industry officials say thay are
not particularly pleased with the ad-
ministration's approach. They are,
they say, as much the victim as the
cause of inflation.
Robert 0. Aders, president of the
Washington-based Food Marketing
Institute for wholesalers and retailers,
said rising food prices "reflect
government imposed costs and red tape
along with outrageous fuel and other
energy cost increases."
He added, "If the seasonal pattern
holds, grocery prices will continue to
ease off."
Gas Price In State Up
26 Cents Since Jan. 1
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The price
of a gallon of gasoline has jumped 26




The deadline is approaching for filing
applications for Farmers Home
Administration Emergency Loan
assistance for farmers who had crop
losses as a result of the 1978 drought
The filing deadline for Calloway
County farmers is Aug. 23, while the
deadline for Marshall and Graves
county farmers is Aug. 30.
Any farmer in Calloway, Graves or
Marshall counties who had a 20 percent
reduction in crop yields because of the
drought may qualify for a low interest
loan to allow him to continue his far-
ming operation.
Persons interested in further in-
formation or wishing to file an ap-
plication should contact the FmHA
office in Mayfield. The office is located
on Old Jimtovm Road off Highway 45
North. The phone number is 247-9525.
Commission Refuses Rate Hike
year, including last week's average 1-
cent increase, according to the weekly
survey by the Bluegrass and Louisville
automobile clubs.
The survey of service stations along
Kentucky's major highways showed $1-
a-gallon has become a reality in the
Bluegrass State, with average
pergallon costs at full-serviice pumps
averaging 96 cents for regular, $1.05 for
premium and 99.5 cents for unleaded.
Prices at self-service pumps ranged
31,'2 to 5 cents lower, with the average
price per gallon at 90.7 for regular, 96.7
for premium and 94.7 for unleaded.
The cost of a gallon of diesel fuel a
increased — by less than a penny — t
average 93.3 cents.
The survey also showed a marked
improvement in the availability of
gasoline in Kentucky. Thirty-seven
percent of the stations — or 10 percent
more than last week — said they would
be open after 8 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and 61 percent expect to no
open after 6 p.m. Saturday.
More stations also will be open
Sunday. The survey showed 37 percent
expecting to be open Sunday, and 14
percent of the stations providing 24-
hour service.
Only 10 percent of the stations sur-
veyed reported being out of one or more
grades of fuel, compared with 16 per-
cent last week.
'Ma Bell' Gets Backhand Slap
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A state
commission has taken a backhand slap
at South Central Bell Telephone Co.,
refusing to grant a raise in its basic
charges and issuing an order for it to
appear and explain service deficien-
cies.
The utility Wednesday was granted
only 18 percent of a $44.6 million rate
increase request by the Utility
Regulatory Commission.
None of that included basic service,
A YANKEE UPRISING? — No, it's just the Troopers from Casper, Wyo. 
forming in the drum and bugle corp exhibition Wednesday night at Roy
Stewart Stadium. The uniforms worn by the Troopers are replicas of the
uniforms of the United States fith Calvary. Several of the top international
drum and bugle corps participated in the event.
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so such rates by users will not be af-
fected.
The increase applied tk,
miscellaneous charges such as for
connections, directory listings an,i
auxiliary equipment.
The commission in another order
directed the utility to appear Sept. 12 to
show why some service deficiencies
cannot be corrected.
It said it "intends to take the
necessary steps" to correct the short-
comings.
The commission said it is "deeply
disturbed" by the number of "held"
applications for service — those not
acted upon — and the "company's
inbility to provide the type and grade of
service desired by the customer."
For example, a spokesman said,
there has been lack of response to
requests for one-party lines by two,
party customers and to reduce the
number of party lines from eight to four
homes.
"These concerns have been ad-
dressed in previous rate orders," the
spokesman said. "The commission
feels they have not been adequately
remedied."
The increase granted will allow South
Central to earn 9.53 percent on the year-
end adjusted net investment in
telephone plant devoted to intrastate
customers, according to the state
commission.
The total additional rate granted
annually was $8,052,000.
Attorney General Robert Stephens
had fought the original 15 percent in-
crease, declaring it would be the fourth
by South Central in less than four years
and is considerably higher than
President Carter's inflation guidelines.
Had the state granted the utility's
basic rate raises, it would have added
from $2.45 to $3.61 to the baasic
residential charge.
South Central had asked also for an
Immediate $11.6 million boost. That
was turned down weeks ago by the
regulatory commission.
The utility contended generally that
Its current 11.5 percent rate of return on
equity is lower than other firms with
similar risk, is too low to attract new
capital on reasonable ternlis and is too
low to maintain the company's
financial integrity.
It called for a return ranging up to 15
percent.
NEW WIDER SIDEWALK — City street department employees are building walls a
nd flooring for a new sidewalk
on a portion of Olive Street between Seventh and Eighth Streets. The sidewalk 
has been repaired many times dur-
ing the past 10 years, according to street department superintendent Ray Clark. Th
is time, however, the sidewalk
collapsed during the repair process and the department is rebuilding it. In 
addition, it will be widened from four
feet to eight feet,
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Fair, warm and humid tonight
with lows in the low to mid 70s.
Partly sunny, hot and humid
Friday with a chance of rain and
highs in the low to mid 90s. Winds
light and variable. Rain chances
20,percent tonight and 30 percent
Friday.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecasLcalls for
a chance of rain Aturday
through Monday, with highs in
the 80s to low 90s and lows in the
60s to low 70s.
Staff Photo by Debbie hi Lee
Local Citizens Will
Assess YMCA Interest
A group of local citizens are int
terested in assessing the community's
interest in starting a YMCA facility in
Murray.
"We feel there is a definite
recreational need for people in the
area, especially youth," Chuck Wynn,
spokesman for the group, said. "The
YMCA can supply a very adequate
facility for family recreation," he
continued, adding that the type of
facility provided will depend upon the
4 community's needs.
The idea of a local recreational
facility began with the concept of a
youth center, a concept which several
community organizations and churches
have discussed from time to time.
Wynn said he proposed the idea of a
YMCA facility because it could be used
not only as a youth center, but also as a
family center.
"The YMCA was a large part of riiy
childhood," Wynn said when speaking
of the success of the organization in his
hometown of Sioux Falls, S.D. "It was a
place to meet your friends on
weeknights and Saturdays and enjoy
wholesome fun and healthy com-
petition."
He. said that many different sports,
from swimming to basketball to
weightlifting, could be incorporated
into the YMCA building. Memberships,
individual as well as family, would be
available for a nominal fee.
Planning Commission
To Hold Next Meeting
On Tuesday, Aug:21
The Murray Planning Commission
will hold its next regularly scheduled
meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 21, at
City Hall.
Items on the agenda include the
appointment of a mobile home com-
mittee; discussion of the alley between
Sharp and Olive from 12th to 8th
Streets; discussion of the acceptance of
streets in Canterbury Subdivision;
discussion of the make-up of the
Transportation Advisory Committee;
and the setting of a public hearing for
the adoption of the Land Use and
Homing Plan.
Admiss ion: Is Your Property Assessed Accurately?
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
Supreme Court Justice Marvin Stern-
berg summed up the human side of
property taxes in an opinion he wrote
last year:
"Where would a person be found who
would admit that his property is either
underassessed or overassessed until
the assessment has been made?
"It is like standing among a crowd of
preachers and inquiring for a sinner,"
the judge wrote. "There undoubtedly
would be one among so goodly a crowd,
but it is seriously doubted that it would
be admitted."
Apparently few Kentuckians are
aware that state law requires property
owners to list the value of their real
estate with the Property Valuation
Administrator before March 1 each
year.
Most people — as Justice Sternberg
noted — wait until the assessment
notice comes in the mail toward the end
of May, and then react.
Few complain if the assessment is too
low. If a property owner believes his
assessment is too high, he has the right
to inspect the local tax rolls and appeal
the assessment during a five-day period
beginning the first Monday in June.
That entitles him to a brief hearing
before a citizens appeal board ap-
pointed by the county judge-executive.
The board, or boards if there are
more than 100 appeals, usually are
Composed of three members. All are to
be "reputable property owners" who
have lived in the county far at least five
years.
State law requires at least one board
member to have extensive knowledge
of real estate Values, with the
remaining members having a general
business or farming_ background.
However, in casts where several
appeals boards must be set up - such
as in Fayette County where more tha-}
...6,0100 appeals were filed this year — it
may be that not all the boards include a
member knowledgeable about real
estate values.
The board notifies the taxpayer by
mail of its decision within a few days. If
the taxpayer is still unsatisfied, he can
appeal his assessment to the three-




WASHINGTON (API — The nation
may be sweltering in August's heat and
humidity, but authorities are looking
ahead with new concern about how
people will stay warm this winter.
One pessimistic report was issued
Wednesday by House investigators.
Another equally dim report by private
surveyors was being released today.
The issue is home heating oil — its
price and availability. Wednesday's
House report concerned itself with
availability. Previous reports on
pricing have suggested the cost could
jump at least 15 cents a gallon, ap-
proaching $1 a gallon in some areas.
The staff report of the House Small
Business subcommittee on antitrust
and restraint of trade said many
heating oil distributors are behind
schedule in filling customers' tanks.
The National Oil Jobbers Council has
surveyed 6,500 independent oil dealers
and was to release its report today.
The House report noted that staff
members surveyed heating oil jobbers
in Iowa and that "76 percent ... report
their, summer fill of home heating oil
tanks is running behind where they
normally would be at this time of the
year.
within 30 days, attaching a copy of the
local board's decision.
The board is a part-time panel ap-
pointed by the governor, composed of
an attorney and two others with a
general business background. All must
be over 35.
Seats on the board usually go to
friends of the administration. The
chairmanship pays $27,500 annually;
the other two members earn $25,000.
Appointments must be confirmed by
the state Senate.
Current members are Joseph E.
Ballard of Madisonville, head of
Ballard Enterprises; William Gentry of
Bardstown, an attorney whom Gov.
Julian Caroll previously named to the
old Public Service Commission, and
Roy Stevens, a former aide to the
governor who stepped down last week
as state finance secretary.
The board hears appeals on every
kind of tax from all 120 counties, with
most appeals scheduled two days a
month in Frankfort. In the case of
property tax appeals, members of the
board visit the various county seats.
One board member usually hears
cases on behalf of the entire panel.
A court reporter is present at the
hearing, which is public, but no tran-
script is provided unless requested.
The taxpayer may present his own
case or be represented by an attorney.
However, no one may speak on behalf
of another taxpayer unless that person
is also there. Taxpayers may bring
witnesses.
The board generally makes a
decision in about a month. If a taxpayer"
still feels wronged, he may appeal to
circuit court.
During any appeal to the board or
beyond, the property owner is required
to pay the amount of tax owed on what
he believes to be the fair assesed value
of his property. He must pay 6 percent
interest on any additional tax owed at
the conclusion of his appeil
their 20th reunion recently. Class members who returned for the oc-
casion, along with the class Sponsor, Mrs. Tom (Dew Drop) Rowlett
were the following: Left to right, front row — Jeanie Talent Lamb,
Murray; Marilee Easter Martin, Nashville, Tenn.; Kay Roberts Ad-
dison. Osmond, Neb.; Jeanette McNutt Fain, Murray; Rebecca Ann
Dublin, Murray; Cynthia Jetton Stone, Dayton, Ohio; Alice Marie
Morton Mayfield, Memphis, Tenn.; Sammye Wilkerson Franklin
Lone Oak; Linda Outland Waugh, Murray; Betty Hart Tusa, Paris,
Tenn.; Sandra Hamrick Ferony, Springfield, Va.; Melissa Sexton
Briscoe, Louisville; second row — Bill Young, Eddyville; Robert
Vaughn, Louisville; Joe Bob Brewer, Calvert City; Jerry Henry, Murray;




By Abigail Van Buren
1979 by ChIcago N V News S, 3 ,n
DEAR ABBY: I am a volunteer with the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. So far this summer we
have had several cases of pets who were overcome by heat
prostration after having been left in automobiles parked in
the hot sun.
A few years ago you had a terrific piece in your column
about this problem. I ayn enclosing it. Would you please con-
sider a rerun?
EILEEN R. IN DOVER, DEL.
DEAR EILEEN: You're doggone right I will:
DEAR PET OWNERS: With summer here, please do not
take your pet along for the ride and leave him locked in a
parked car while you run errands and shop.
When the temperature is 85 degrees outside, the
temperature inside a parked car (even with the windows
slightly open) will reach 102 degrees within 10 minutes. And
in 30 minutes it will reach 120 degrees!
The normal body temperature of a dog is approximately
102 degrees, and it can withstand approximately 108
degrees for a very short timi before suffering irreparable
brain damage or death.
If you must leave your pet locked in a parked car—leave
him home!
P.S. My pet consultant says, "NEVER park a car in the
sun—even with the windows open—if a pet is inside."
DEAR ABBY: I have a strange problem. Should I be the
matron of honor at my ex-husband's wedding?
I know the, woman he's marrying (slightly) but we're
reallyThot all that close. I neither like nor dislike her. I still
can't figure out why she asked me.
My husband has asked our two children, ages 5 and 9, to
be in the wedding party, so, of course, they will be there. I
am not carrying the torch for my ex, but I have no desire to
attend this wedding.
Etow should I handle it? I don't want to make up any lies.
EX-WIFE WITH NO REGRETS
DEAR EX: Why lie? Decline with thanks. It's not
necessary to explain why.
DEAR ABBY: Did a letter in your column ever ring a bell
with us!
Upon retiring and moving to San Diego several years ago,
we started to hear from acquaintances from our home state.
They said. "We've heard so much about San Diego—we'd
love to come out and spend a week or so with you—seeing
the sights and enjoying the weather."
Here's how we handled it: We'd write back saying, "We're
so happy you're planning to come to San Diego. When you
get here and get settled, be sure to give us a ring. We'd love
to get together for a drink."
You'd be surprised at the number of people who wrote
back to say, "We've changed our plans . . . we'll take a rain
check."
- We enjoy guests, but not the type who invite themselves.
NO FREELOADERS IN S.D.
Getting married? W hether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send SI and • long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
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REUNION — Murray High School's class of 1959 celebrated Leslie Carraw‘w Owensboro; Dick George, Murray;
 Rex Paschall,
Lee's Summit, Mo.; back row — Jerry Don Neale, Huntsville, Ala.; Ron
Christopher, Murray; Frank White, Arlington, Texas; Mrs. Tom
Rowlett, Murray; Tommy Carraway, Murray; Deanna Story Choba-
hian, Olmsted falls. Ohio; Mattie Sowell Russell, Fulton; Eileen
Rohwedder Schmidt, La Plata, Md.; Buddy Farris, Murray; Pat Beale
Sellars, Hopkinsville; Jerry Rose, Knoxville, Tenn.; Carla Hinch
Howard, Litchfield; Kay Farrell Baker, Beaufort, S. C.; Stephen C.
Sanders, Murray; Martha Jones Welling, Leesburg, Fla.; Ray Roberts,
Murray; Linda Toon Koertner, Leavenworth, Kans.; Dan Boaz, Mur-
ray, Nancy Roberts Thurman, Murray; Don Wells, Murray; and Dr.
Ted Sykes, Johnson City, Tenn. Also present, but not pictured was
Lochie Belle Overbev-Christopher, Murray
em) HEALTH
A basic diet
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Please send me The Health
Letter number 4-7 on Weight
Losing Diet. I'm 23 years old
and I have lost 48 pounds in
the last year. I've done it by
eating less and cutting down
on sweets. Recently I have
noticed my hair is falling out
and I'm just recovering
'from mono. I'm 5 foot 5 and
wonder what I should weigh
and need to know my daily
requirements to maintain
good health. I'm a beauty
operator and very often
have little for lunch. What
would you suggest for an
adequate lunch?
DEAR READER — First,
congratulations for getting
rid of a lot of excess fat. You
should be very pleased about
that. There is such a thing as
overdoing it. You can cause
yourself serious health prob-
lems by excessively re-
stricted diets. Let's face it —
it's a form of starvation.
You also had the good
sense, apparently, to lose
weight at a rate of only
about one pound. a week.
That's plenty. If people
would just be sensible
enough to expect to lose
weight over a long period of
time rather than on a crash
diet, they would get along a
lot better.
Allbritten Home Is
Scene Of Meet For
Providence Club
Mrs. Jim Allbritten opened
her home for the last meeting
of the New Providence
Homemakers Club with ten
members one visitor present.
The lesson on "Recyle Your
Wardrobe" was presented by
Peggy Taylor who had
several garments from her
closet to show recycling ideas.
Patsy Pittman, president,
presided, and Mrs. Allbritten
gave the devotion on
"Prayer." Beth Falwell read
the minutes and financial
report in the absence of Karen
Housden.
Two games were led by
Fonda Grogan with Mrs.
Pittman and Mrs. Falwell as
the winners. Crafts were
displayed.
Reports of the Southern
Cooking School and the
Defense for Women Program




The September meeting will
be held in the home of Mrs.
Maudie Kennerly.
Now why is your hair
falling out? It's probably
because you've been on a
calorie-restricted diet too
long. Regardless of all the
advertisements you read, in
the final analysis severe re-
striction of calorie intake in
any form of diet for a suffi-
cient length of time will have
its effect.
This was demonstrat
years ago at the Universit
of Minnesota that youn
active men placed on a 1
calorie a day diet had ha
loss. The biggest proble
here, of course, is not having
an adequate amount of com-
plete protein in the diet. But
to use that protein as protein
rather than burning it up for
energy, you have to have an
adequate calorie intake as
well.
That kind of hair loss
temporary and new hair williot
grow back in. You can alai)
have hair loss after an ill-
ness or operation so I can't
totally exclude the possibil-
ity that infectious mononu-
cleosis may have been part
of your problem. That, too,
is temporary.
I am sending you The
Healthtetter that you asked
for. Others who want this
issue can send 75 (•ents in
check or coin with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019. This is a




l'he home of Mrs. David
Palmer was the scene of the
afternoon meeting held




members present were Mrs.
Sue Miller and Mrs. Pawnee
Bedwell.
The same slate of officers
was elected for the 1979-80
club year.
Others present were Mrs.
Wes Fulton, Mrs. Dorothy
Fulner, Mrs Gladys Mitchell,
Mrs. Gusta Conner, Mrs:
Ernest Futrell, Mrs. Max
Fhrt, Mrs. Danny ('un-
ningham, Mrs. Clarence
Culver, Mrs. Baron Palmer,
and Mrs. Lowell Palmer.
The club will meet Wed-
nesday, Sept. 19, at 1:30
at the home of Mrs. Baru)
vide adequate amounts of
protein, vitamins and miner-
als.
-You shouldn't stay on this
diet too long either. You
should think of it as the basis
for whatever diet you need
and you can add to it any
foods that you like in order
to have a calorie intake that
satisfies your body needs
d maintains your body
ight at the level that you
nt.-
ow about how much you
uld weigh. We do have
les for that. For your
light and age, you're sup-
posed to weigh about 119
pounds. None of these tables
are really accurate. They
don't really consider the dif-
ference in body composition
— bow much of your body is
fat and how much is muscle,
only really good way to
whether you're too fat
or not is by measuring the
amount of fat underneath
your skin.
Fast lunches can be a
problem. I often recommend
un)Teamed cottage cheese
with unsweetened pineapple
or some other unsweetened
fruit of your choice Then
you can take a low-calorie




Mrs. Everett Dale Hart, the
former Beiberly Ann Garland,
was honored with a shower,
prior to her recent wedding, at
the Federal Savings and Loan
Community room.
The hostesses for the oc-
casion were Mrs. Martha Jo
Rogers. Mrs. Wanda Garland,
Mrs. Janet Vowell, Ms: Betty
Jean Bray, Miss Cindy Hart,
and Miss Lisa Ann Garland.
Silk corsages were
presented to the honoree, her
mother, Mrs. Junior Garland,
and her mother-in-law, Mrs.
Floyd A. Hart. All corsages
were made and designed by
Mrs. Debbie Doran.
The guest register was
attended by Miss Lisa
Garland, sister of the honoree.
Green sherbet, punch, cake,
mints and nuts were served
from silver and crystal ap-
pointments on a beautifully
decorated table centered with
a floral arrangement of yellow
and orange carnations.
The honoree opened her
gifts and displayed them for
her guests to view. Thirty-
eight persons attended.
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Safety" will be presented by
Andy Wilson of the TVA Lan
d
Between the Lakes at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 10:30 a.m. All in-
terested persons are invited.
Events at Land Between the
Late, will include Put'n Up
Food from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850; Solar
Application from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Empire Farm;
Nature's Pantry at 2 p.m. and
Hayride with fee of $1 and
reservations by 1 p.m. at 6:30
p.m., both at Center Station.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Ellis Community Center will
be open from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
World is scheduled tp meet at
6p.m. at the Triangle Inn,
Tenth Gala Douglass
Homecoming will open with a




perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Murray Tiger Athletic
Booster Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the football practice
field.
Calloway County Band
.toosters will hold a special
called meeting in the band
room at Calloway High at 8
p.m. This is for all interested
persons of children in
elementary, middle school,
and high school.
Kenlake State Park events
will include Ice Cream Eating
Contest on hotel front lawn at
3:30 p.m.; Junior Naturalist,
Part II, a front of hotel at 4:30
p m.; adult tennis lessons at
hotel court at 4:30 and 5 p.m.;
softball at campground
playground at 6:30 p.m.;
Moonlight Trail Ride with cost
being $5 at horse stables at 7
p.m.; "Night Riders," con-
temporary country sound
band, at hotel meeting room at
8 p.m.
Friday. Aug. 10
Events of 10th Gala
Douglass Homecoming will
include ticket sales from 1 to 5
p.m. at Douglass Community
Center; Parts of The Wizard
of Oz staged at Murray State
University auditorium at 7




perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Games, sewing, and crafts
will be featured for the Hazel
Senior Citizens at the Hazel
Community Center which will
open at 10 a.m. Lunch will be





Women of the Russell's
Chapel United Methodist
Church will meet Monday,
Aug. 13, at 1:30 p.m. at the
home of Toni Hopson.
All members are urged to
attend, officers said.
The July potluck supper was




Wilkinson, Ruby Harris, Ethel
Walker, Etaxie Jones, Gaynell
Williams; Carrie Hicks, Mr.
and Mrs. Lenear Carter, Mr.
and Mrs Ralph Lorenz, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Sparks, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Sobieski, Mr.
and Mrs. Tass Hopson, Mr.
and Mrs. Hollie Alderdice, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Hanchek, Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Crihfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard McKenzie,
Dr. and Mrs. Prue Kelley, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Marose, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Fox, Mr. and Mrs.
Tont Brown, trid Mr. and Mrs.
Crass.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Harbld Marvin, Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Moore, Lillie Leahy,
Erma McCabe, and Lawrence
Rogers.
Friday, Aug. 10
Land Between the Lakes
events will include The sixth
Sense at 2 p.m. at Center
Station; Put'n Up Food from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and Ghosts of
the Past at 8:30 p.m., both at
The Horneplace-1850; Solar
Application from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Empire Farm.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Public meetings include
Murray Common Council at
City Hall at 7:30 p.m.; Murray
Independent Board of
Education at board office
building at 7:30 p.m.;
Calloway County Board of
Education at board office
building at 7 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 10
Events at Kenlake State
Park will include All Day
Trail Ride at Riding Stables at
6 a.ni.; Air Hockey tour-
nament at game room at 10
a.m.; Water Basketball at
hotel pool at 1 p.m.;
Homemade Ice Cream and
Croquet at campground
bathhouse at 2:30 p.m.;
Fishing Derby at hotel
playground at 4:30 p.m.;
Scavenger Hunt at cam-
pground playground at 6:30
p.m.; Lakeside Singers, last
performance of this season, at




Methodist Church will have a
summer festival featuring
games, refreshments, rock-a-
thons, etc., from 3 to 7 p.m. at
the church. An auction will be
at 6 p.m.
Horse Show will be held at 7
p.m. at the Wranglers Riding
Club. The public is invited.
Farmington Lodge No. 382
F. & A. M. will have a potluck
supper for Masons, their
families, and friends at the
lodge hall at 6:30 p.m.
Car Wash, sponsored b-
Calloway Middle School
Cheerleaders,will be held at
Roho Service Station, Five
Points, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Asbury Cemetery
homecoming will be at 11 a.m.
with basket lunch at noon.
Events of Tenth Gaia
Douglas Homecoming will
include ticket sales from 10
a.m. to noon at Douglas
Community Center; dinner at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
from 6 to 8 p.m.; dance at
Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
State University, from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
Classical Strinf Ensemble
will be featured in the Sum-
mer In the Park prograni at
the outdoor amphitheater at
Paris Landing State Park at
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Aug. 11
Events at Land Between the
Lakes include Put'n Up Food
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Homeplace-1850; Solar
Application from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Empire Farm; Snake
Tales at 3:30 p.m. and
Moonlight Diseovery Walk at
8:39 p.m., both at Center
Station.
Kenlake State Park events
include Longest Drive Contest
on No. 2 Fairway of golf
course from 9:30 a.m. to 5
p.m.; arts and crafts at
recreation room at 10 a.m.;
watermelon feast at 1:30 p.m
and seed splitting contest at 2
p.m., both at campground
playground; shuffleboard
tournament at court by hotel
pool at 3 p.m.; new games at
campground playground at
4:30 p.m.; volleyball next to
hotel tennis court at 6:30 p.m.;
"A Nite At the Races" at hotel
meeting room at 8 p.m.
Al-A-thon will meet at 8 p.m.
at Carman Pavillion, College
Farm Road. This is a support
group for families and friends
of alcoholics -and for in-
formation call 4374229.
Sunday, Aug. 12
Between the Rivers All Day
Homecoming will be held at
the Old Fenton Airstrip east of
Eggner's Ferri. Bridge, High-
way 68.
Kenlake State .Park events
will include Campground
Worship _ service at cam-
pground amphitheater at 8:30
a.m.; Closest-to-The-Hole
contest at golf course from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.; Paper Airplane
Flying Contest at campground
playground at 10 a.m.; Water
Balloon Toss on front lawn at 1
p.m.; Around-The-World Ping
Pong at game room at 3:30
p.m.; Frisbee Golf at hotel
front lawn at 6:30 p.m.;
Movie, "When Dinosaurs
Ruled the Earth," at hotel
meeting room at 8 p.m.
land Between the Lakes
events will include Put'n Up
Food from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850; Solar
Application from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Nature's Secrets at 2
p.m., both at Empire Farm;
Mystery Boxes at •! p in at
Center Station.
Chestnut Grove A.M.E.
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Ilattie Lee Buster Gives
Lesson, Paris Road Meet
"Recyle Your Wardrobe"
was the lesson presented by
Muttie Lee Buster at the last
club meeting of the Pans
Road Homemakers Club held
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Mrs. Buster said take an old
garment, use a little
imagination, and give it a new
personality.
The devotion on "Prayer"
was given by Lucille Grogan
who said "prayer is an art and
privilege and must be
cultivated."
Barbara White, president,
presided and presented the
lessons for the coming year
which were selected by the
members. Sally Henson,
secretary, gave her reports.
Amy Wilson led in some quiz
games.
New officers elected for the







Charlene Curd, family life;
Mary Alice Gee, publicity;
Louise Dunn and Della Taylor,
home furnishings and home
management; Alice Steely
and Robbie Blalock, food;
Mattje Lee Buster, clothing;
Ola McIntosh, landscape;
Barbara White and Lydia Sue
Collins, issues and concerns.
The club will meet Tuesday,




Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Whitfield of Murray Route 1
are the parents of a baby girl,
Kristina Kay, weighing eight
pounds, measuring 20 inches,
born on Tuesday, July 31, at
5:15 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another
daughter, Betsy, 8. The father
is a professor of education at
Murray State University.
Paternal grandparents are
Dr. and Mrs. 'J. C. McKinney
of Elkton and maternal
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Golightly of
Gilbertsville. Great grand-
mothers are Mrs. Fannie
Trigg of Paducah and Mrs.
Bertha Whitfield of Mortons
Gap.
LOTUS
The lotus, sacred flower of
ancient Egypt, is a member of
the onion family.
'112" J•411•• Amillo• maim' maim 1141101,
1979 Chevrolet Scottsdale
Four wheel drive, red, power steering and
brakes, air, AM-FM, bumper guards, under 6,000
miles. $6,850.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
'Kea. sultaffiiallb■, mew Jam
9
• LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
• CHARGE ITI
PLLVSTI• note mummy to wow DIRAK
Garland & Hart Vows
Solemnized At Church
•
Miss Beverly Ann Garland,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Junior Garland of Murray
Route 6, and Everett Dale
Hart, son of Mr. and l'4.1t
Floyd A. Hart, of Murray
Route 7, exchanged wedding
vows in a candlelight
ceremony at Ritssell's Chapel
United Methodist Church qn
Friday, June 29 at 7:30pin. -
Ms. Betty Jean Bray, aunt
of the bride, kept the register
at the table near the entrance
of the church. The register
table was overlaid with a
green cloth of satin and net-
ting centered with a vase
containing yellow silk roses.
Mrs. Oneida White, pianist
and soloist, presented a
program of nuptial music as
the guests arrived. Her
selections included "If,"
"Somewhere My Love," and
-The Wedding Song." During
this prelude recital the can-
dles were lighted by Tripp
Furches and Mike Irvin.
The mothers of the 'bride
and groom were escorted by
the groom, Everett Hart, to
their appointed seats.
The processional began with
the "Bridal Chorus" and the
bride entered. The Rev.
James Thomason of Calvert
City read the double ring
ceremony before a brass altar
entwined with greenery
featuring a unity candle
arrangement, flanked by
matching • fourteen branch
brass spiral candelabra.
Vases of ferns placed on the
brass pedestals completed the
altar decoration. The family
pews were decorated with
white bows and yellow car-
natkons.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
gown. of imported candlelight
satin designed with a scooped
neckline and long full sleeves.
Lace adorned the sleeves
which were etched in lace
secured with tiny pearl but-
tons and lace down the front of
the floor length dress. The
look was enhanced by a
mantilla headpiece of lace
with a shoulder length tier and
another tier extending into a
chapel length train outlined
with scalloped lace.
Her bridal dress and all
flowers were designed and
made of yellow silk car-
nations, green netting, satin
bows and baby's breath with
pale green satin streamers
tied in Jove knots.
Miss Geneve Garland,
cousin of the bride, served as
her maid of honor and Miss
Lisa Ann Garland, sister of the
bride, was her bridesmaid.
Each attendant wore an
empire waist floor length
gown of mint green polyester
with flowing capes of floral
design to complete the outfit.
They carried bouquets of
yellow silk carnations, green
netting, satin bows and baby's
breath with pale green satin
streamers tied in love knots
identical to the brides
bouquet.
The groom was attired in a
candlelight three piece suit
with a contrasting chocolate
shirt and matching tie. His
boutonniere was a yellow silk
carnation surrounded by
baby's breath.
Tripp Furches served as
best man and Mike Irvin was
the groomsman. Both the men
were attired in identical
tuxedoes of forest green with
whitc ruffled shirts etched in
dark green. Their boutos-





Club held its last regular
meeting in the home of Mrs.
Clyde Miller with Mrs.
Holmes Dunn presiding and
Mrs. Prentice Dunn giving the
secretary's report.
Mrs. Lenith Rogers
presented the lesson on
"Recycling Your Wardrobe."
Another lesson on "Better
Wife, Better Spouse, and
Better Mother" was presented
by Mrs. Harry Russell.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Miller and Mrs.
Rogers. Also present were
Mrs. .lack Wilson, Mrs. .Rioy
Hancock, and Mrs. Max
Farley.
The club members held an
evening out with their
husbands on July 26 at 6 p.m.
at DeVanti's.
Mr. and sirs. Everett Dale Hart
nations surrounded by baby's
breath.
Bradley Bray, cousin of the
bride, was ring bearer. He
carried a pale green satin
pillow edged in white lace and
trimmed with lilly of the
valley flowers.
Mrs. Garland chose for her
daughter's, wedding a street 4
length dress of a floral
polyester knit design. The
groom's mother, Mrs. Hart,
wore a street length dress of
smoke green pastel knit. They
both wore corsages of three
yellow silk carnations with
light green ribbons and baby's
breath.
Special guests at the wed-
ding were grandmothers and
grandfathers of the bride and
groom. They were presented
with yellow carnations cor-
sages.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
church.
The bride and groom's table
was decorated with an
emerald green cloth overlaid
with an antique beige lace
cloth. Centering the table was
a three tiered wedding cake
decorated in mint green and
yellow, topped . with a
miniature bride' and groom
statuette. Punch, nuts, mints
and cake were served from
appointments in silver and
crystal.
On either side of the table
was an arrangement of yellow
silk flowers and a large white
decorated wedding bell.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Janet Vowell and Miss
Cindy Hart, sisters of the
groom. Each wore a corsage
:4 yellow silk flowers.
Rice bags were distributed
among the guests by Miss Lisa
tind Karen Armstrong,
cousins of the groom.
The couple left later for a
wedding trip to Gklinburg,
Tenn., and the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park.
They are now residing in
Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd A. Hart,
parents of the groom, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Seven Seas
Restaurant. Places were laid
for fifteen guests. •
The bridal couple presented




six members of the J,Iaduating class of 1921 of Murray
High School were able to attend a 58th reunion held at the
Triangle :Restaurant, Murray, on Saturday, Aug. t Seven
other classmates or spouses were also present for the noon
meal.
Mrs. Walter (May've Bagwell) Dent of Charleston.
Mrs. Vnice IF:va Rogers( Cummings, Illinois, and Mrs.
Marian Waterfield Berry of Fort Myers, Ha., came from out
of town.,Mrs. Charlie (Moynia Jettoro Cain of Mayfield, Mrs.
Bun (Bobbie Mayfield) Wilson of Murray, and Mrs. C. B.
(Oneida Wear) Ford of Murray were other class members
present.
Others, who had been iyarried to or former classmates.
attending were Mr. and Mrs. lack (Ruth Beale) Kennedy,
Huron .leffrt.y. Mr. apd Mrs. Kerby Jennings, Mr. Cum-
n• ings. and Mr. Cain.
Grin'.' was said by Nir. .Ieffrey and Mrs. Dent gave a
lengthy report on absentees. One classmate. Senior
President William Crawford Orr of Pennsylvania, had died
since the last meeting.
Merrbers made Overt° levet in two years fof the (10th





Pottertown Homemakers Hear Lessons
By Louise Short And Rosina Zimmerman
Two lessons were presented
at the recent meeting of the
Pottertown Homemakers Club
held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Louise Short's lesson was on
''Be Proud Of Your Snide,"
and Rosina Zimmerman's
lesson was on "Recycling
Your Wardrobe."
The president, Ola Outland,
presided. Lurene Cooper read
the scripture from I
Thessalonians 5:17 and gave
the thought for the month.
Shirley Werts, sec reta ry-
treasurer, gave her reports.
Jean Cloar, county ex-




Jaycee Fair and Food and Fun
Camp at Dawson Springs.
Games were directed by
Dorothy Simon.
Visitors present were Mrs.
Cloar, Annalee Cooper,
Florence Jobs, and Leola
Erwin.
dher members present
were Gussie Adams, Lucy
Alderdice, Ruby Kelly, Dolly
Lorenz, Katie Overcast, Payte
Overcast, Ruby Tucker, Ruth
Weston, and Dolores
Zinkovich.
The club will open the 1979-
80 club year with a luncheon
meeting on Wednesday, Sept.
12, at 10 a.m., at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
New officers for the year
will be Louise short,
president: Ruby Kelly, vice
president; Iva Alford,
secretary-treasurer; Lurene
Cooper, cultural arts; Louise
Short, pianist; Rosina Zim-
merman and Payte Overcast,
clothing; Reba Jo Roberts and
Lucy Alderdice, family life;
Dolores Zinkovich and Iva
Alford, home management;
Bobbie Cook and Shirley
Werts, food and nutrition; Ola
Outland Lurene Cooper,
nutrition; Lottie Hurt anfi
Payte Overcast, home fur,
nishings; Lucy Alderdice an
Iva Alford, landscapingt:
Mary Gertzen and Doll 
Lorenz, issues and concerns::
Dorothy Simon, recreation
and publicity; Rosina Zim-
merman and Dolly Lorenz.
crafts; Bobbie Cook and
Shirley Werts, international
day; Rosina Zimmerman and
Katie Overcast, telephone
Ruth Weston and Payte:
Overcast, flowers and cards.
ARTHRITIS
Early-warning signs of •
arthritis include swelling in









Our entire stock of fabulous winter coats
at up to 25% off! Save on leathers, suedes,
fabrics styles, fake "fun-furs," fur-trimmed
styles and genuine fur coats. Available in
junior and missy sizes in pantcoat, jacket
and dress lengths. Hurry in to Bright's!
SHOP FRIDAYS 'TIL 8:30
Pre-Season Values!
Reg. 12.00 to 48.00
/4 OFF
Beautiful cardigans, pull-overs and sweater
styles in all of the latest Fall fashion
colors and designs. Greet for back-to-school.
Available in small, mediurrd large!
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Jimmy's White House By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
Program Approval
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Who says
President Carter has trouble wiruiing
congressional approval for his
programs?
Why, just a couple of weeks ago a
House Appropriations subcommittee
approved one of them before it even
was submitted.
Dick Clark. the former Democratic
senator from Iowa who is Carter's
ambassador for refugee affairs.
mentioned while testifying before the
international operations subcommittee
that Carter would seek an extra $208.9
million to double the influx of Viet-
namese refugees.
Without delay, the subcommittee
formally gave its approval.
The president got around to sub-
mitting the request the following day.
A misplaced "perhaps" in a
presidential sentence probably has
Funn),-,
Funny World
Key West, Fla. — Driftwood painter
-Monkey Tom" Forshier winds up
behind bars several times a /ra‘And,
several times a year, he paints *ii.self
out.
The 35 year old Forshier recently
faced a conviction for operating a 13
foot sailboat in Key West Harbor under
the influence of alcohol, but officials
allowed him to pay his fine with a
driftwood creation.
"The only way he could pay me a lot
of times was through these paintings,"
sags bondsman Bill Ryan. -And then
I'd buy a lot, too. He's a hell of a
talented boy. I think basically he's a
very religious man. He's not a bum."
State Atty. Jeff Gautier and his
assistant, Diane Tolbert, paid they
accepted a work of art that could have
been worth up to $500 in exchange for
Forshier's release on an alcohol related
conviction, Ms. Talbert calls it
"creative sentencing."
Forshier's debts to society adorn
offices in the court clerk's office. One is
signed "donated to Monroe County,
1978, by Tom Forshier."
(Key West Citizen)
Low Down
By J4/4' 4 rump
folks in scattered cities awaiting Carter
visits that may not happen.
At his most recent Washington news
conference, Carter said he would be
going "sometime to Miami and Bangor,
Maine, and San Francisco. and perhaps
Des Moines, Iowa."
When aides were asked about plans
for the travels Carter mentioned, they
said there were none. It seems the
president should have put the
"perhaps" at the start of the sentence
At a staff meeting last week, it was
learned. Carter assistants looked over a
list of more than a dozen travel
destinations suggested for August.
An aide, who asked that he not be
named, said although the president
plans to increase his domestic travels,
he obviously will visit only a fraction of
the suggested cities.
But the White House does contact
people in all the places suggested,
which inspires a plenitude of rumors —
both true and false — about Carter's
actual plans.
When the president decided to stop at
English, Ind., last week to inspect flood
damage, only a single Secret Service
car awaited his arrival.
And it got stuck in the mud.
The drop-in by helicopter was not
announced in advance.
At his Bardstown, Ky., "town
meeting" the same day, Carter faced
citizens vigorously fanning themselves
in the hot, humid Bardstown High
School gymnasium.
The•cardboard fans, distributed free.
depicted Christ surrounded by sheep, a
young black girl singing hymns and
other scenes.
On the back, stickers were attached,
proclaiming "President Jimmy Carter
Day." These covered an advertising
message for "Hathaway & Clark
Funeral Home Inc. ... Since 1901."
The nearly-'20O0 Kentuckians who
jammed themselves into the small gym
were offered free literature, too. The
Department of Energy supplied the
crowd with copies of a 30-page pam-




(it Column br Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
Want A Alcohol
Still Permit?
SENATOR BIRCH BAYI1 ".. .
President Carter indicated in his
energy speech of July 15 that his
administration plans to make sign-
ficant strides toward the goal of
alleviating our Nation's dependence on
foreign oil imports by encouraging the
use of alternative fuels, including
alcohol fuels. I was encouraged by the
President's meation of gasohol in his
speech, as it is the only alternative
petroleum substitute immediately
available to the Nation.
"As Chairman of the newly
established National Alcohol Fuels
Commission, and in my capacity as
Senator from Indiana, I have received
numerous requests for information
about Government procedures for
granting permits for the production of
alcohol fuels.
"Many of these requests are from
individuals who would like to produce
enough alcohol to run their own
vehicles. However, the instructions
issued by the Government todate have
been discouraging in their complexity.
I have been working with the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (AFT)
to insure that the Government assists
citizens interested in this new alter-
native energy source. .
"On April 22, along with 20
of my colleagues. I introduced S.1200,
the Alcohol Fuels Regulatory
Simplification Act of 1979, which will
grant the Secretary of Treasury the
authority to waive needless regulations
for alcohol fuel production as well as to
streamline those that are necessary.
"Until the time that S.1200 passes the
Congress (They are on vacation), and
needless redtape can be cut, the best
option available to individuals who
want to establish a still is to obtain an
"experimental" permit. This can be
done by writing a letter to the ap-
propriate regional regulatory ad-
ministrator of the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms describing in
detail, where the still will be located,
what use will be made of the alcohol,
and the process that will be used to
produce it. . ."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Before there is a rush to reqoest a
"experimental" permit, consider some
of the redtape. You must fill out forms
that; describe all land and equipment
stills, vats, tanks; your use of alcohol
for heating, fuel, lawrunower or other
engine fuel; complete plant drawings;
feedstocks, yeasts, enzynes, and
distillation method; type of security;
amount you intend to produce in a 15
day period; file a distiller's bond to
cover liability for Federal taxes;
provide environmental and quality
water information. Also none can be
sold or given away.
A trip to the nearest gas station ap-





It is generally supposed that those
ancient Greeks known as Epicureans
were rather mindlessly devoted to the
"eat, drink and be merry" philosophy.
Such was not exactly the case, as
these words from the founder of this
philosophy, Epicurus (341-270 BC),
indicate.
No pleasure is-a bad thing In itstif:
but the means which produce some
pleasures bring with them
disturbances many times greater
than the pleasures.
Epicurus was an ethical thinked who
wished to free men from superstitution
and needless pain. He realized, as did
many great thinkers that "the just man
is most free from trouble, the unjust
most full of trouble"
irri CP379 * 1.1101/ adflEV leg *WM
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Murray's Lions Club Remembers
It's 40 Years Old September
Next month, the Murray Lions Club
will observe its 40th anniversary, and
Joe Pat James has written its history,
to be distributed at that time. He gave
me a peek at his copy the other day, and
it's great. Not only does it give a lot of
facts about the club, but is also is
sprinkled with recollections — some
humorous — of the members.
For example, Joe Pat himself recalls
the time in 1963 when he learned not to
make Rob Ray the brunt of a prank. Joe
Pat had just been elected district
governor at the state convention in
Louisville. Several of the Murray Lions
and their wives, including the Rays,
were at the convention.
Joe Pat and his wife, 1.ola, were in the
car with Bethel and Sina Richardson
and were among the last to leave
Louisville. Enroute home, they stopped
in Hopkinsville so Sina could visit
briefly with a brother. While there, they
got a bright idea. They would call Rob
collect in Murray, knowing he would be
home by then, cook up a story about
being stopped for speeding and not
having the vehicle registeration.
Sina's brother posed as "Sgt. Green
of the Hopkinsville police," and ex-
plained to Rob on the phone that the
Jameses and the Richardsons would
have to spend the night in jail unless
someone from Murray could describe
the cam and vouch for its rightful
owner.
Quite concerned, Rob gave a detailed
description of the Richardsons' car and
assured "Sgt. Green" that Bethel was
the legal owner.
+++
Joe Pat, Lola, Bethel and Sina
thought Rob had really fallen for it until
the next meeting of the Lions Club.
Rob showed up with a copy of the
Hopkinsville paper, The Kentucky Nev,
Era, complete with glaring headline,
pictures and a story telling all about
444-4
how two members of the Murray Lions
Club had been arrested for racing
through Hopkinsville. The pictures
were of Joe Pat — the new district
governor — and Bethel.
He had had it all printed up special
and realistically pasted it on a copy of
the Hopkinsville paper so that when he
held it up for all the Lions to see
everything looked absolutely authentic.
Rob then read a lengthly account he
had written about the four being
"arrested after a wild and high speed
chase" through Hopldnsville and how
the men and their wives had ,been
charged with resisting arrest and a raft
of other offenses.
He loudly proclaimed that such
dceiduct was unbecoming Lions aril
eflected an unfavorable image, not
,wily on the Murray club but on the
'entire district. The disciplinary actions
he recommended be considered even
scluded dismissal from the club.
It was all ih fun, but Joe Pat and
dethel learned from that experience to
deer clear of Rob Ray when idcomes to
joking. Never again, they vowed, would
they make him the target of one of their
pranks.
+++
For, pranks like that have a way of
corning home to roost. That same year,
Joe Pat recalled, he was the object of
one pulled by the entire Murray club.
There were 53 clubs in the district and,
as governor, he was required to visit
each of them during his time in office.
This had forced him to miss many of his
home club's meetings.
One week, however, he was going to
be in town and planned to attend the
Murray club. Jimmy Dale Clopton was
the president and told Joe Pat that he
would be recognized and expected to
make a few remarks.
The introduction was a flowery one,




1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby JenningsCopyright, 114
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Two large fires in Murray o,curred during the 1912 year. Tio
N.C.&St.L freight depot was destroyed a second time within recent
years, sustaining a loss of $5,001). The April 21 blaze was discovered
by Night Watchman Everets Roherts at 4 a. in. He sounded the
alarm and with the aid of a Scott' of fire volunteers moved a large
number of tobacco hogsheads from the shipping platform in addition
to preventing the spread of fire tr, nearby tobacco warehouses.
Another town fire in the business sector was the burning of the
Allen Building between Dale & Stubblefield and Wear Drug, housing
the Kennedy & Bucy Grocery w ith Dr. Johnson's offices on the
second floor. Volunteer firemen removed the bulk of merchandise
from the two drug stores in addition to the 0. T. Hale store as a
precautionary move. Fire fighters contained the blaze to the Allen
Buildingeo
Other evgnts of general interest was the .construction of a hand-
some brick bungalow on Elkins Street (South 8th) by Pat Holt,
attorney, and son of the famous Calloway County Confederate colo-
nel, G. A. C. Holt. A disappointed and disillusioned Nathan B.
Stubblefield returned from tVasliington to make his future home
in the county. This was also the 1912 year when women were
authorized to vote for the first time, however their participation
was limited to the office of county school superintendent, an agreed
victory for the suffragettes. A hunting license of $1 was levied in
the state this year and applied to .111 persons hunting on non-owned
land. The occupational tax, later known as a privilege tax, was
levied by the city council on specified occupations and businesses
to the consternation of merchants who &intended the levy was
discriminatory' . The state primary law was liberalized to permit
•flomingtion at large by citizens whose names would appear in a
publication of general circulation prior to the official nomination
by the party. This was a giant stt p for Calloway County which had
been in political turmoil since tlie Civil War. because of contending
cliques fighting for control of the nominating process, thus dividing
the plums of the spoils system.
To Be Continued
IP
everyone in the room. uite attered,
his ego soared to record heights as he
thought he was receiving a standing
ovation, but no!
Everyone simply walked out of the
room — everyone, that is, except the
late,Leslie R. Putnam who was seated
next to Joe Pat lind who had failed to
get the word of the walkout.
Moments later everyone returned
and laughingly took their seats. The
district governor, although a bit shaken
by it all, managed to make a few ap-
propriate remarks, but he is never
introduced that he doesn't recall that
experience. •
++..
The club was organized Sept. 14, 1939,
in a meeting at the National Hotel. A
few doors up the street moviegoers
were watching Robert Taylor and Hedy
Lamarr in "lady of The Tropics."
The sponsoring Fulton Lions Club
was represented by its president, Bill
Browning, and members Russell Rudd,
Max McDade, T.E. Sanford, Gould
Reeves, Earl Taylor, C.H. Melton, Hoyt
Moore and Forrest Riddle.
Twenty-two business and
professional men, seven of whom
previously had been lions, were signed
up and two more were to join before the
charter meeting making a total of 24
charter members.
These included Joe Baker, Joseph
Berry, Ray Brownfield, R. L. Carney,
Harold C. Curry, William B. Davis, L.
Dunn and T. T. Elkins.
Also, M. G. Forster, Boyd Gilbert, M.
W. Hickok, Hal Houston, Woodfin
Hutson, Robert A. Jones, L. W. Lennox,
E. Paul I,'Heureux and Raleigh
Meloan.
Also G. B. Pennebaker, Dewey
Ragsdale, S. A. Ruskjes, Frank Albert
Stubblefield, Fred Schultz, Sr., Bryan
Tolley and P. E. Thomas.
The Charter Night meeting was
November 14, 1939, at Murray High
School — then on Main Street. Ruskjes,
who was administrator of the hospital,
called the meeting to order and
Professor Putnam led in the singing of
"America."
Fred Schultz, Sr., was the toast-
master, and George Hart, as mayor,
made the welcoming remarks.
Browning, president of the sponsoring
club, responded and the charter was
presented by the district governor,
Preston C. Haynes.
It was accepted by T. T. Elkins, the
charter president and who also was
executive director of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, having come to
town the year before from Bowling
Green.
Happy Anniversary, Murray Lions!
It's good to see you remember.
Bible Thought
Be ye kind one to another,•
tender-hearted, forgiving one
another, even as God for
Christ's sake hath forgiven you.
Ephesians 4:32.
That is it brother! BYKOTA
— be kind, tenderhearted and
forgiving. It will bring you
great joy — and peace.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
More than 100 faculty members and
friends of Dr. Liza Spann and Dr.
Alfred M. Wolfson were on hand Aug. 5
to pay tribute at a testimonial dinner to
the two retiring biological science
professors at Murray State University.
Dr. Spann has 34 years and Dr Wolfson
has 39 years at Murray State.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hazel
Lindsey, Elbert Camper, Sr., 51, and
Mrs. Clay (Iditha) Rudd, 59.
Airman Albert B. Futrell, sun of Mr.
and Mrs. Brigham Futrell, has com-
pleted basic training at lackland Air
Force Base, Texas.
Miss Delores Ann Shelton, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hershel W. Shelton,
was married to Donald Hugh Roberson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harley A.
Roberson, on July 12 at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
Wendy Sowell, 14 year old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. 0. Sowell of Aurora,
will compete in the National Rifle
Championships at Camp Perry, Ohio,
Aug. 18-22.
20 Years Ago
A paving contract for the paving of
several city streets was awarded to
John Grogan last night at the meeting
of the Murray City Council.
Luther Robertson, Manager of the
Murray Wholesale Grocery Company,
was named president of the Kentucky
Wholesale Grocers Association at the
meeting held in Louisville, according to
the recent bulletin published by the
group.
"Chester McCuiston will be selling
hot tamales on the west side of the Help
, Your Self Store after 4 p.m." is a
classified ad published in The Ledger &
Thies.
The Calloway County Coin Club will
meet Aug. 11 on the second floor of the
Murray City Hall.
Walt Disney's "The Shaggy Dog"
starring Fred MacMurray, Jean
Hagen, Tommy Kirk, Annette
Funicello, and Tim Considine is
showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre.
30 .Years Ago
James D. Starks, Machinist's Mate
Third Class, United States Navy, son of
R. A. Starks of Murray, is serving
abOard the attack cargo ship, USS
Whitley, with the Atlantic Fleet.
The Peoples Bank will move next
door in a temporary location with the
entrance on Main Street while
remodeling of the bank is in progress.
The Calloway .County AAA Office
personnel urged all farmers to clear
any excess tobacco acreage before the
marketing cards are issued.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Compton on Aug. 3 and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Guthrie on
Aug. 3.
James H. Bondurant has recently
returned from the Southern Baptist
Assembly Grounds at Ridgecrest, N.
('., where he attended with ten
representatives from other parts of




By The Associaied Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 9, the 221st
day of 1979. There are 144 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1974, Richard Nixon,
under pressure of Watergate, became
the first American president to resign.
Vice President Gerald Ford was sworn
in as the 38th President of the United
States.
On this date:
In 1831, the first train in the United
States to be drawn by a steam
locomotive made a run between the
New York cities of Albany and
Schenectady.
In 1842, a border dispute between the
United States and Canada was settled
in the Webster-Ashburton Treaty.
In 1898, Spain formally accepted
peace terms ending the Spanish-
American War.
In 1902, Edward VII was crowned
King of England following the death of
his mother, Queen Victoria.
In 1942, the British arrested Indian
nationalist Mohandas Gandhi. He was
held until 1944.
In 1945, the United States dropped the
second atomic bomb on Japan,
destroying more than half the city of
Nagasaki.
Ten years ago: Three men and two
women, including actress Sharon Tate
and coffee heiress Abigail Falser, were
found brutally murdered in a secluded
home in Beverly Hills.
Five years ago: The Nixon
resignation eclipsed other events.
One year ago: A truce was announced
in I,ebanon 'in fighting between
Lebanese Christians and Syrian troops.
Today's birthdays: Sen. Herman
Talmadge, D-Ga., is 86 years old.
Catcher Ted Simons of the St. Louis
Cardinals is 30. '
Thought for today . There is no such
thing as justice -- in or out of court—













































































































LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
US. Attorney Patrick H.
Molloy has said new in-
formation developed during a
federal grand jury in-
vestigation of alleged
wrongdoing in state gover-
nment circles forced him to
withdraw.
"This decision, while
reached with regret, was
considered necessary to
preserve the appearance of
tmpartiahty and objectivity of
the investigation," Molloy
said in a terse press release
issued Wedhesday.
The grand jury was
scheduled to resume its two-
month old probe today after a
recess of nearly two weeks.
Molloy said laws of secrecy
surrounding the grand jury
investigation prevent him
from elaborating on the
reasons for his withdrawal.
The Lexington prosecutor,
who earlier this year asked
the U.S. Justice Department
to empanel a special federal
grand jury, said his decision to
withdraw was finalized after
Assistant U.S. Attorney
General Philip B. Heymann
assured him that the Justice
Department would vigorously
pursue the investigation.
Molloy said both he and his
staff are withdrawing from
the probe "due to information'
developed in the past few days
by the Special Grand Jury,
investigation of the F'.rankfort
matter."
Molloy has declined com-
ment on the progress of the
investigation, other than
saying that the special panel
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would look into allegations
"made to the FBI and IRS of
criminal misconduct by
certain individuals in public
and private life."
The investigation has been
shrouded in secrecy since it
began June 14. Jury sessions
take place behind closed doors
and grand jurors are sworn to
secrecy.
Some witnesses subpoenaed
to appear before the panel
have eluded reporters who are
barred from the grand jury
room.
However, several of the 22
witnesses who have testified
so far have shed some light on
the nature of the probe.
Initially, the jury focused on
the state's 8159,000 contract
with Learning Development
Corp., a Nashville, Tenn.,
firm. The firm allegedly was
hired . after former state
Democratic Chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt





who have or who have had
businessdealings with Hunt.
Other than Molloy, federal
prosecutors have included
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Joseph Famularo and Joseph
Lawless, a trial attorney from
the U.S. Justice Department's
Public Integrity Section in
Washington.
Molloy's decision ap-
parently means Lawless will
take charge of the in-
vestigation.
Sales Jump
LF:X1NGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
The Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association said
Wednesday that sales have
jumped sharply in recent




supports in five states, at-
tributed the increase to
reports of a short crop of 1979
burley tobacco.
The largest sale was more
than 5.8 million pounds from
1976 and 1977 loan stocks. The
purchaser was not disclosed.
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Del Monte Sliced, Chunk, Crushed
PINEAPPLE 151/2 oz. 49C
2 oz.
ib6MATO JUICE 
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WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT 'T. IN TOWN
Field Pro Leaguer
WIENERS  12 oz. 89'
Bryon's 1/2 or Whole Boneless
HAM lb. $1 1198




STRIP $4/98.. lb al
$199

























Washington State Yellow Delicious
APPLES lb. 49'
New Crop Yellow
SWEET ONIONS .. lb. 19
Home Grown
CABBAGE lb. 15'
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GETS COMMISSIONED — Robert Daniel Dunn, Middletown, has been commissioned
a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army upon completion of his Reserve Officers TrainingCorps training at Murray State University. A criminology major, It. Dunn is the son ofMr. and Mrs. Amos Lyons, 108 Charleston Court, Middletown, shown pinning the gold










WINCHESTER, K). I API —
The Winchester-Clark County
Industrial Authority has
adopted a resolution asking
Clark Fiscal Court to approve
the issuance of industrial
revenue bonds.
The resolution adopted
Monday night said revenue
bond financing is necessary to
sustain future industrial
growth in the county.
It added the panel opposed
offering tax or other in-
centives to attract industry.
The authority also adopted
guidelines concerning the type
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Motor Parts & Bearings
1109 Chestnut St.
Murray 753-8311
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Marshall Countian Hoping
For 1135 Proof From Still Of
Gasohol-Alcohol Experiment
BENTON, Ky. (AP) — 1;:
plain sight of his neighbor.
and the. law, W. W. Shemviell
Jr. is building a still in this di"
west Kentucky county. Si.!
Shemwell, who is •'hopink t
get 135 proof," isn't wOrrie
about the sheriff. When you
have the blessing of the U.S
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacf,
and Firearms, you don't
worry about the law, he says.
Sheniwell is one of flint,
Kentucky residents licensed
by the federal government t,
make alcohol for gasohol. Ic
fact, Shemwell was one of the
first in the Midwest to appl
for his license.
He is, ja.hinning a still_ of
scrap metal and an old
automobile radiator. But
Shemwell says he is confident
it will produce enough alcohol
to power his car. Jeep, boat.
bus, tractor and lawnmower.
Shernwell said Wednesda
that he has had plenty of help
from. area oldtirners who put
their stills to less lawful uses.
-You'll find traces of the
oldtimers even today — old
barrels and other things in the
woods when you're hunting,"
he says.





a still. I'm satisfied there's
one in Marshall County today,
if you knew where to look."
Shemwell says he accepted
advice from half a dozen
nioonshiners before firing up
his project.
-They were proud," he
says. "One was 83 and the
others were almost that old.
Back then, they claimed you
could taste the moonshine and
tell whose it was."
Shemwell says most area
moonshiners who spent their
Prohibition years peering into
homemade stills also con-
fessed to getting rare than a
glimpse of the Kentucky State
—Penitentiary
But Shemwell says he ex-
pects to meet with a more
desirable fate.
For one thing, he says, he
doubts his modern-day
moonshine would be
CHICAGO (AP) — The
AFL-CIO's No. 2 man, ac-
cusing employers of abusing.
U.S. labor laws to block union
organizing, said Wednesday
the labor movement might do
better against business by
returning to: the law of the
jungle."
"I would really sort of be
inclined to take American
business up on its pretended
devotion to freedom and
deregulation and throw them
a challenge," said federation
Secretary-Treasurer Lane
Kirkland.
"Let's do away with the law
altogether and let's go back to
the law of the jungle, where
we can use the benefits of
solidarity among our brothers
and our trade unions and take
them on hand-to-hand without
the intervention of the
government," he said. "I
suspect that we'd do pretty
well."
Kirkland spoke with
reporters after the AFL-CIO's
executive council concluded a
three-day meeting. Kirkland,
57, presided over the policy-
making council in the absence
of President George Meany,
who was unable to attend
because of a painful hip
ailment.
On other matters, Kirkland
said the Carter ad-
ministration's failure to curb
inflation with its voluntary
anti-inflation program likely
will force the president to turn
to mandatory wage-price
controls.
He also said the executive
council appointed a com-
mittee to investigate whether
unions can exert greater
control over how billions of
dollars in pension fund assests
are to be invested.
Bridget Bishop was hanged
in 1692 to become the first








This rate is in effect August 9 through August 15
TERM 6 Months (182 days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT: $10,000;
GUARANTEED RATE
Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury Auction
Save With
Security Federal
Savings 8 Loon Association
drinkable, since the inside of
his still Isn't nearly as clean as
those made from copper
during the 1930s.
Besides, his federal permit
requires him to mix his brew
with gasoline, rendering the
finished product poisonous to
drink.
His production is limited to
50 gallons every 15 days, and
his permit expires after two
years. 
Shemwell says it will cost
him one bushel of corn to
produce three gallons of
alcohol, altid he still isn't sure
what kind 'Of mileage he'll get.
"But I can dream here all
--(lay -of getting 40 miles to the
gallon," says Shemwell,
whose house sits in the middle
of Kentucky's moonshine
country and whose still oc-





Local farmers now have available an ex-
cellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same com-
pany that handles the group insurance for






Freed Cattiest Co. Inc.




Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179




Ratio Maek WHERE YOURDOLLAR MEANS MORE
INFLATION
Find Gas Fast with a Realistic. CB
• Find Which Stations Are Open
• Find Where Prices Are Best
• Who's Got Road Service
Convenient priority switch lets you change from any channel
directly to Emergency Channel 9 or Highway Information






CHARGE IT (MOST STORES'
Fluorescent Display LCD 40-Key Scientific CalculatorCalculator





































lust one touch rotates over
300 listings into view In-
stant organizer for any











Features a slide-rule dial for
easy tuning, built-in AFC to lockin FM stations Makes a great
gift Battery extra 12-835




• Mounts Easily Under Dash
• Only 174x4%0131."
Play It Smart Raclin Shark Has Over 59 Years Experience in Electronics
Olympic Plaza 10-170M6osn.-Fri.
Murray, Ky. Closed Saut'n.
g A Div iSION OF T ANON, CORPORATION
Small enough to fit




































































Each shopping cart will be numbered. Every half
hour a number will be called. The person having
that cart will be given either a gift certificate, a
discount on merchandise on opportunity to pur-
chase an item at a give-away price Or Free Prize.
If no bne has that cart when the number is called,




FREE To 1st 100 customers in our





Bean bog chair is ideal for









Take the Family and Go Saving at
ottu.weettamo














Take the Family and Go Saving at
dP.710
If Your Lucky Shopping Cart is Called
9:30 A.M. Your Purchase 1/2 price
10:00 A.M. A FREE case of 2 liter (8 to case) Pepsi with your
purchase
10:30 A.M. Case Super Blend Motor Oil
11:00 A.M. Your Purchase 25% Off
11:30 A.M. Presto Wee Fry Skillet Reg. $24.76 FREE
12:00 Noon 4 slice Munsey Toaster Broiler Reg. $12.76 You Pay $2.0012:30 P.M. Your purchase 1/2 Price
:00 P.M. A FREE case of 2 liter. Pepsi
1:30 P.M. Ice Chest 53 qt. Reg. $24.99 You Pay $2.00
2:00 P.M. Redwood Chaise Reg. $24.99 You Pay $5.00
2:30 P.M. Bean Bag Chair Reg. $19.99 You Pay $5.00
3:00 P.M. GE deluxe stand Mixer Reg. $48.88 You Pay $5.00
3:30 P.M. Stereo Music System $199.00 You Pay $49.00
4:00 P.M. 25% Off on your purchase
4:30 P.M. 1 FREE rental of Blue Luster Steam Clean Machine
5:00 P.M. Your purchase 25 % Off
5:30 P.M. Quaker State motor oil 1 case FREE
6:00 P.M. 16" sidewalk bike reg. $48.00 You Pay $5.00
6:30 P.M. Redwood chaise Reg. $24.99 You Pay $5.00
7:00 P.M. FREE case of 2 liter Pepsi
7:30 P.M. Your purchase 25% off
8:00 P.M. 20" cut Lawn Mower Reg. $79.00 value $10.00
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Theme books for home, school or
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Fraley will be on hand when
the annual Murray Shrine
Club Golf Tournament begins
Saturday at the Murray
Country Club.
Fraley, a native of
Clarksville, Tenn., fired a
final-round 67 last year to gain
a playoff for the title with
Jimmy Brown and Brad
Fabel. Brown, who went on to
win the title, is not entered.
170 golfers will compete in
the event, in which all
proceeds are donated to the
Shrine Crippled Children's
hospital fund.
Several openings are still
available foe those wishing to
enter, according to tour-
nament chairman Bobby
Eike. The $35 entry fee entitles
golfers to a practice round, 36
holes of tournament golf and a
dance Saturday night.
The first golfer to score a
hole-in-one on the par-3
seventh hole during the






7 - Pete Hulse, Boo Scott. Harold
Hopper
710 - open.
7.20 - Ecid Morgan. Bruce Wilson, Joe
Sports
Si lam ma..Tommy (center) ond d Carroll (right), of Carroll Volkswagen presented the key fitting a 1979 Mazda RX- 7 to Shrine Club golftournament chairman Bobby Fike yesterday. The first golfer to score a hole-in-one on the seventh hole at the Murray CountryClub during the tourney this weekend will win the car.
McCort.
7.70 - Brooks Darnell, Garvin Phillips.
Darcey Hendon. Johnny Crouch.
7 - Frank Netswender. Clyde
Wayriek. Daron McCutcheon, Earnest
Goldstetn.
8 - open
8 15 - Howard White, Srniky
Darrell Erason. Don Jennings.
8:35 - Kenneth Webb, Bert Gaits, lake
Jacobs. Joe Geralcis Joists
8:35 - Dick Cunningham, Bailey Bin-
ford, E.W. Dennison. Lenny Jezik
8:45 - Dan Madden. Ron E. Nickeisou
Tan Davis. John Irllcklin.
8,55 - Alan Grey. Larry Thomas. Gene
Knight. John Fallin
9 05 - Walter Eison. Larry Hunt. Wayne
Browning. Claude H. Dixon.
9:15 - open.
9-20--Jerry Caklwell, Dow Ryan, Tony
Wilson, Dale Chadwick.
9-40 - Billy Brandon, Ronnie Ross
Oatman Farley. Jody McCort.
It- Bob File. Don Robirson, Johnny
McCage, John Quertermous
Noon - Sam Spiceland. Cook Sanders,
Joe Dick. Torn Emerson
12,10 p.m. - Torn Poor. Son J Smith,
Herb Schriner. Amos Tactett
12 20- Dick Orr. Gene Lando'. Vernal
Cohoon, Rob Miller
12.30 - Virgie B. Clark, Dale Salomon,
Albert Anderson, Ed Taylor.
12.40 - Harold N. Hatt, John Martin,
John Wright, Arthur Emmanuel.
12 50 - Ed Burteen. Bal Fuller, Jim
Martin, Robert Rose_
1.05 - Anthony File, Trent Jones. Joe
Janecek, Kevin ()Angelo
1 . 15 - Jim Berry. Tan McArthur. Jack
Griffin. Bill Donnelson.
1.25 - Tommy Pike. Burton Young.
Homer Branch, Mike Holton.
1:35 - Yogi Flat, Lloyd Tath, Bob
Upton, Eddie Bryant.
Is . islet
7 a.m. - open
7-i5 - *en
7:30 - Larry Contrt. Lynwood Snirsef.
Willie Williams. Phil McKelly
745 - Al Jones, GB. Willis, /I
Solomort.
- Guy Spann. Jim Phillips, James
Greene, Dane Lookotsky
II:15 - Larry Robinson. Bud l Stalls Jr..
David Garrison, Mel Dukes
8.25 - Dan Bazarth, Richard Turner,
Jack Sanders, Cary Boyd ,
- Bob Hines, Frank Vadat, Darrell
Trees, roger Lutz
8.45- Bob Cunningham. Bat Holt, win
Court. Monty Newcomb
8 56 - Ben May, Torn Rodgers. Wais
Mashburn. [only Fraley
9 10 - James toaster, Jtggs Lass.•.er,
Bob Hibbard, Billy Thurrnand
9.25 - Jim Earn, Al Lindsey, Jerry
Jones, Ralph 7.4c('uision.
Three-Set Escape
Evert Lloyd Advances In U.S. Clay Courts; Connors Wins
920- open
945- open.
9 59- Gene McCutcheon, Todd Nallner,
Ras Villanova, Bob Billington
Noon - Wally Mclitilltn, Ronnie Smith,
Wayne King, Ray Eaton
12 10 pm - Scott Saber. Bill Hogan.
Wafter Jones. W L. Polly
12 2 - Purdom Lovett. John White.
Mickey Boggess. Bill Roberts
13.30- H.E. Holton, Keith Morris, Dave
'I rackett, Cedric Benson.
12 40 - Rez Fraley Bobby Freeman,
Dan Bradley
12 50 - Roger Kellner, Joe walker, Joe
Ritutla
1 - Leroy McCully, Dan Draper. Marvin
Melhataser, Bill Lee
115 - Marian Mania. Fred Barber.
seven Sanders, Allen Moffett
1 30 -- Charles Durham, Red Golden,
John Soloman. line Redman
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS — A tired
'Chris Evert Lloyd, still
weakened by the flu, is
praying the steamy , weather
will cool down a bit before
tonight's quarterfinals in the
U.S. Clay Court tennis tour-
nament.
Lloyd, a four-time winner
and seeded No.1, survived her
third-round match in 90-plus
degree heat on Tuesday, but
she was forced 6to to three
sets for just the sec nd time in
23 matches here since 1972.
••I feel a little better than I
did last night," she said after
the 4-6, 6-1, 6-2 Victory over
Czechoslovakia's Renata
Tornanova. -The virus is still
hitting me. It's just going to
take a couple days. In the
meantime, I'm still in the
tourney and if hose, I lose."
The 24-year-old Lloyd has
won 46 of 48 sets in the U.S.
Clay Court tourney. She won
the singles championship
from 1972 through 1975 but
bypassed the tourney the past
three years to play on the
nowdefunct World Team
Tennis circuit.
"The first set I felt tired and
she was just moving me
around the court,- Lloyd said
of her match with Tomanova..
"I just hung in there and got
the ball back. I didn't do
anything specific. In the
second set, I thought if she
moved me around the way she
did in first set she would win.
That's what takes the steam
out of me and makes me tired.
I felt better in the second and
third set, which I don't un-
derstand."
Lloyd's second-round vic-
tory Tuesday night over
Wendy White also was a
struggle. She won the first set
6-2 but was taken to 7-5 in the
second set.
"That was the closest I've
ever come to defaulting,"
Lloyd said. "If she had won
the second set, I probably
would have quit the match."
The only other time she was
forced to go three sets herie
was in the 1975 semifinals
against Nancy Richey Gunter.
Lloyd will play Yugoslavia's
Mima Jausovec tonight in the
feature match on the 10,000-
seat stadium court at the new
Indianapolis Sports Center.
JauSovec, who has lost all six
previous times she has played
Lloyd, advanced with a 8-1,8-2
victory over Sherry Acker.
Other women's quarterfinal
matches today pitted third-
seeded Evonne Goolagong
Cawley of Australia, the
runner-up to Lloyd in 1972,
against Anne Smith; No.4 seed
Virginia Ruzici of Rumania
against Renee Richards, and
No.5 seed Regina Marsikova
of Czechoslovakia against
Jeanne DuVall.
DuVall advanced by default
Wednesday when second-
seeded Kerry Reid withdrew
because of a leg injury she
suffered Tuesday.
All of the men's top seeds
still in contention advanced to
today's third round.
Top-seeded Jimmy Connors,
the defending men's champion
who has won here every
evennumbered year since
1974,    handled
Czechoslovakia's Pavel Slozil
Higher Interest Rates To All Savers
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0 vv,th Dads compounding the annual etterbse vield
is 5.65%. There Is no minimum deposit and you eam
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6-3, 6-2 to earn a spot against
10th-seeded Balazs Taroczy of
Hungary.
;Taroczy, who lost to John
McEnroe in the third round
last year. stopped Warren
Maher of Australia 6-2, 6-4.
McEnroe, seeded second,
wore down India's Ramesh




Vitas, seeded third, stopped
Van Winitsky 7-5. 6-3 Wed-






Orantes of Spain, a three-time
champion who has alternated
with Connors every year since
1973, topped Mike Grant 6-2, 6-
3. Orantes' scheduled op-
ponent today was Andres
Gomez of Ecuador. who beat
Chris Lewis 6-3, 6-2
Bid Is Likely Starter
For $300,000 Cup Race
By the Associated Press
STANTON, Del, — • Spec-
tacular Bid is a likely starter
in the $300,000 Marlboro Cup
at Belmont Park next month,
the trainer of the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness winner
said.
Grover "Buddy" Delp said
Spectacular Bid worked six
furlongs in 1:13 3-5 at
Delaware Park here Wed-
nesday.
-He worked just like I
wanted and came back
sound," Delp said. "He will
definitely be ready to race in
September, probably in time
for the Marlboro Cup 'Sept.
8.')"
Spectacular Bid has been
recovering from a hoof injury
he suffered the morning of the
Belmont Stakes in June. A
safety pin had wedged in his
hoof.
"He was well up to the
three-quarter mile work today
Wednesday,) and 1 have a
month in which to get him
ready for the 1Ls-mile of the
Cup," the trainer said. "It
should not be a problem.
Booster Club
Is Tonight
Murray High head football
coach John Hina and his staff
will be on hand at 7 p.m. today
when the Murray Tiger
Athletic Booster Club holds its
first meeting on the football
practice field.
A sandwich buffet will be
provided, and anyone in-
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The Beginning
Racer Gridders To Report




Murray State football coach
Mike Gottfried knows all the
questions about his "mystery
team" and beginning this
Sunday he will attempt to find
the answers.
Nearly 118 Racer prospects
will arrive on campus Sunday
to begin pre-season drills
Tuesday as Gottfried and his
staff have three weeks to
prepare for the season opener
at Southeast Missouri.
"We must be the mystery
team in the conference." said
Gottfried. "The league
coaches had trouble picking
our spot in the pre-season poll.
We ranged anywhere from
second to fifth before finally
averaging out to fourth."
Based on his 27 returning
letterrnen and outstanding
recruiting campaign, Gott-
fried feels his 1979 squad will
be improved over last
season's 4-7 team. But he's not
ready to promise a better
record.
"There is no doubt in my
mind that we should be a
better football team," said
Gottfried. "But everyone else
on our schedule will be im-
proved. We have a lot of
questions yet to answer
ourselves about this team."
Gottfried indicated the
emphasis on solving the puzzle
of his team will be on defense,
where six starters return from
a unit that ranked sixth in
league statistics, yielding
341.2 yards and an average of
21.5 points each outing.
Familiar names returning
on defense are ends Glen
Jones and Bud Foster, tackles
Kenneth Woods and Richard
Lanpher„ guards Steve
Maxwell and Jeff Gardner,
linebackers Tony Boone, Mike
Basiak and Donald White and
cornerback Greg Evans.,
Gottfried feels newcomers
like Lamar Williams, David
Wooldridge, Paul Littles,
Mike Watson and Laid'
Atkinson will be an influence
in the defensive front with
Terry Love and Ken Gowdy
adding improvement to the
secondary.
"We lack size and ex-
perience i just one senior) on
defense but we have an
abundance of skilled athletes
who have excellent speed and
quickness," said Gottfried.
The Racers were an exciting
offensive team in 1978 as they
averaged 46.9 yards and over
21 points a contest and Got-
tfried feels this season's at-
tack could be just as potent.
Returning are runningbacks
Aanny Lee Johnson, the OVC
Offensive Player of the Year,
George Turnley, Tony Lester
and Lindsey Hudspeth, who
started in the defensive
secondary last year: Add
redshirt freshman Nick
Nance, Nebraska transfer
Greg Whetsel, junior college
transfer Kenny Davis and
converted defensive end Keith
Dudley to the list of backfield
candidates.
The real question on offense
is at quarterback, where last
year's back-up Ricky Ray and
junior college transfer Brian
Crall are challenging to
replace graduated Mike
Dickens. Ray has a Strong
arm and quick release while
Crall has.an edge in speed and
the ability to create op-
portunities.
Two talented freshmen,
quarterbacks , Winston Ford
and Buddy Phillips, were
impressive as high school
seniors and their progress Bill
be charted closely.
The wide receiver spots
seem improved with Greg
King, Jerry Powell and Bret
Clark impressive holdovers
from the spring with Anthon
Robbins and John Walsh
newcomers to watch.
The offensive front remains
young with two sophomores,
two freshmen and a senior
holding starting jobs after the
spring. Vernon Broadnax, Let
Wise, Phil Poirier, Tin:
Wheeler, Reggie Pope, Brad
Johnson, Dirk Bowman and
Norm Fell' head the list of
blockers.
David Thomas has
graduated at tight end but
Kris Robbins gives Gottfried a
strong replacement and a
potential all-conference
performer.
Gottfried says Ms kicking
game will be handed to fresh-
man David Tuck, who
averaged 44 yards punting and
kicked five field goals as a
high school senior.
"One of the questions I get
asked most often is how mans
games will Murray State von
this season," added Gottfried.
"All I can say is we have a
chance mall of them."




By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Two
Transylvania University
basketball players have been
dismissed from school after
admitting that they were
involved in a theft, said David
Palmer, vice president and
dean of students.
He identified the players as
Jim Chambets of Lexington
and Maurice Way of
Shelbyville, both 18. Ile said
the theft of property from a
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Sports At A Glance
Major League Standings
A MERit AN LLAGLE
EAST
W L Pet GB
74 3$ 661 —
RI 43 413 Si
29 46 579 9
II Si 543 13
M 54 314 111
37 36 301




59 54 521 5
54 33 303 7
Ott II 441 14
67 117 17
34 110 296 3041
Wednesday's Games
Cleveiand 64, Boston 44
California 11, Oakland I
Tenn 114, Detroit 9.10
!Milwaukee B, Baltunore 4
New York 4. Meer, 3
Munroe& 3. Seattle 1
(34/3 games scheduled
'Iliereday's Games
Cleveland (Waits 114, at Boston lEck-
/retry 134 ), (a)
Milwaukee (Mitchell 571 at Baltimore
Flanagan 144). (Ii)
Kansas Qty (Ours 74,1 at Toronto
Huffman 4-121, (Ili
Chicago (Wortharn 11-111 at New York
, Hunter 2-4i.




Detroit at Kansas Qty rt-ol
New York at Baltimore, In,
Milwaukee at Boston. I nl
Toronto at Chicago, in)
Oakland at Minnesota, i n
Cleveland at Texas, ni
Seattle at California, , n
NATIONAL LEAGUE
LAST
W L Pet. GB
Pittaburgh 64 47 577
Montreal 41 47 MS 1,t
Chicago M 30 337 VI
St Louis 56 53 314 7
Philadelphia 56 35 313 7
New York 46 13 432 17
WEET
Houston 67 M 6113 —
C1nroulati 63 53 543 ers
San Francisco 02 116i
Angeles 49 64 434 17
San Diego 50 65 433 17
Atlanta 46 611 410 21
Wedaraday's Games
St Lows 8, New York 1
Pittsburgh 5, Chicago 2. 10 innings
San Francisco 10, San Diego 7
Philadelphia 4. Montreal 3
Cincinnati 3, Atlanta 1
Houston 4, Ins Angeles 1
lleireilay's Games
Ahem& r Astute 64) at Cincinnati Nor
mail 94)
Montreal , Lee 10-71 at Philadelphia
, Espinosa 114,
Pittsburgh Candelarta 10.7, at Chicago
, Lamp 7-7)
Houston (Andmar 12-7i at Los Angeles
'Sutcliffe 0-6,
San Diego D'Acgulato 7-9.1 at San
Francisco MontefiLico 3-4)




Patsburgh at Philadelphia. it-n,
Chicago at St Touts, (
Houston at Atlanta, n)
Montreal at New York, (i-n)
Cinctrinati at San Diego, (a)




HOUSTON OILERS— Acquired Richard
Grunrnett, offensive tackle, from the
Dallas Cowboys fur an undisclosed future
draft choice
LOS ANGEI.ES RAMS—Announced
retirement of BIB Simpson, safety
York
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Cut free
agents Randy Scott of Clemson.
linebacker, Jerry Pope of Louisiana Tech
and Marty King of Southern California.
punters. and Hughte Shaw of Texas Aid,
cornerback
TAMPA BAY BUCCANNEERS—
Waived Jeff Wuuins. offensive lineman
Baseball Leaders
NATIONAL LLAGUE
BATTING rn at bats) Winfield, San
Diego, 339, Foster, Clacinnati 333.
K Hernando., Si Louis, 332, Templeton.
St LatiLt, 339, Garvey. Las Angeles, 323
RUNS Schmidt, Philadelphia, 83,
Lopes, Las Angeles, N. Moreno, Pitt-
sburgh. II. Royster, Atlanta, RE
K Hernandez. St Louis, 71, Matthews,
Atlanta. 76.
RBI Kmgnan Chicago, M, Schmidt,
Philadelphia 17 Winfield, San Diego, 17,
Clark San Francisco. 78 K Hernandez,
St L01/14, 76
HITS Garvey, Los Angeles, 149.
Templeton, St Louis. 147, Winfield. San
Diego. 144, Matthews, Atlanta. 144,
Moreno. Pittsburgh. 139, K Hernandez,
Louis, 139
DOUBLES. Rues, Philadellitua, 33,
Cromartie, Montreal, 31, K Hernandez,
St Louis, 31. Reitz, St Louts. NJ Parker,
Pittsburgh, 29, Matthews, Atlanta, 29
TRIPLES Templeton, St.Lows, 13.
Moreno, Pittsburgh, 10. T Scott. SLUMS.
10, Dawson. Montreal, 9, McBride,
Philadelphia, 9. Winfield, San Diego, 9
HOME HUNS Schnuck, Philadelphia,
19. Kingman. Chicago, 37, Winfield, San
Diego. 26, Lopes, Los Angeles, 24, Mat-
thews. Atlanta, 23, Clark, San Francisco,
33
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1273 at betsi—Downing. Cal,
333. Kemp, Del, 332; Lynn, Ban, 139;
Lescano, het .3311, GBrett. KC, 327
RUNS—Baylor, Cal, 86, Rice. Ban, 61;
Glirett, KC, 83, Lynn, Ban, $2. EtJones,
Sea, 82
RBI—Baylor, Cal, 101, Lynn, than. 90;
Rice, Ban. 90; Singleton, Bal, 87, Kemp,
Det. ft
HITS—GBrett. KC, 144, Rice. Ban. 141;
BBeU, Tex, 11; Baylor, Cal, 135; Smalley.
Min, 134
DOUBLES—Cooper, MU, 31; BBell, Tex,
31, Lynn, Ban, 30; GBrett, KC, 30; Lemon,
Ou, 39
TRIPLES—GBrett, KC, 13; Molitor, ma,
to. Randolph, NY, 9, Wilson, KC, 9;
Aliannetr, Chi, 7; Porter, KC, 7; RJones,
Sea. 7
HOME RUNS—Lynn, Ban, 30, Singleton,
Bal, 29, Rice, Ban. 29, Thomas, Mil, 26,
Baylor, Cal, 36
STOLEN BASES—beFlore. Del. 54,
Wilson, KC, 47; Bonds, Cle, 24: Bumbry,
Etal. 27, Wills, Tex. 36
Foster Hopes To Be Starter




Foster took batting pracbce
Wednesday for the first time
since the All-Star Game, hit
four home runs and said he'd
be disappointed if he weren't
in the Cincinnati Reds starting
lineup within a week.
Foster, who has been on the
disabled list since July 22 with
a pulled muscle in his right
thigh, also ran hard prior to
Wednesday's 3-1 Reds victory
over pie Atlanta Braves.
"I was running pretty
freely," Foster said. "I need a.
couple days of stretching and
strength to make sure the
muscle will be built up before I
play."
Foster injured the adductor
muscle in his right thigh while
chasing a Don Baylor double
in the All-Star Game on July
17 at Seattle. He was placed on
the 15-day disabled list five
days later.
When his term on the
disabled list ended on Mon-
day, Foster's thigh still
troubled him and he wasn't
activated. But Reds Manager
John McNamara said Wed-
nesday that he would bring the
slugger to San Diego for a
three-game series this
weekend and that Foster may
see action against the Padres
as a pinch hitter.
"I've hit off the tee trying to
get my timing together,"
Foster said.
Foster was asked if he
thought he could play
regularly in a week.
"Within that period of time,
I'd say I'd be disappointed if I
wasn't playing," lie said.
Then he added a qualifier.












The Seamless, Monolithie Insulation System
Coll 592-474-2718 For Free Estimates
7 Day Bldg. Systems
Box 304 Rt . 3, Murray, Ky.
progressing as I am," Foster
said.
The Reds left fielder was
having an outstanding season
when the thigh injury struck.
He was hitting .333 and led the
league in batting then, but he
is now second to Dave Win-
field in that department.
His totals of 20 homers and
72 RBI still are tops on the
Reds by far, even though he
has missed 37 games.
Foster pulled a groin muscle
on July 1 and mtssed a few
games before e All-Star
break.
He stressed Wednesday that
his highest priority is making
a safe return to the lineup, not
just coming back.
"The main thing is knowing
what to do when you get out
there. You've got to get the
basics down," he explained.
Foster said he's tried to
avoid thinking about his
inactivity.
"I try not to think about it,"
he said. "I try to keep myself
occupied with other things."
Reds right fielder Ken
Griffey returned to the lineup
Tuesday after missing six
games and portions of others
prior to that with a swollen
right knee.
He played eight innings of
Tuesday's game, but was




By the Associated Press
DUBLIN, Ohio — Vijay
Amritraj overcame cramps
and 90-degree heat to outlast
Rick Fagel 5-7, 6-2, 7-6 in a
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Ohlmeyer Admits He Feels 'Great' After Spartacade Games
By FRED RtYrHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Don Ohlmeyer was relaxed.
He leaned back in his soft
chair and spread his legs
across a coffee table. Then he
smiled — not the typical
Ohlmeyer smile that oozes
charm and sell-assurance.
This one spelled relief.
"What I saw in Moscow
made me feel greay said
Ohlmeyer, executive producer
of NBC Sports. "The last week
was the first time I've really
been confident that this little
sucker would fly."
Ohlmeyer's "little sucker"
is NBC's $87-million gamble
on the 1980 Summer Olympic
Games next July from
Moscow — the largest
production in television
history and the first-ever
continuous programming
from behind the Iron Curtain.
COMMENTARY
-Two years ago, we were a
lot farther away than two
years," said Ohlmeyer. -Now
we're no more than a year
away."
Ohlmeyer and several other
NBC officials were invited to
Moscow last month to watch
and evaluate the Soviet's pre-
Olympic sports festival,
Spartacade. There was some
lingering resentment from
,some Soviet officials because
NBC did not buy the TV rights
to Spartacade.
"They told us innumerable
times that they were disap-
pointed," Ohlmeyer said.
"The management types let
their displeasure be known,
but the operational level guys
were great."
NBC officials were par-
ticularly impressed with the
Soviets' interest in improving
their television techniques and
operation.,
"This was the first time
since 1968 that the Sst
broadcaster has aced for
assistance," said Geoff
Mason, vice president of NBC
Sports' European production
who, like Ohlmeyer, was hired
away from ABC, the Olympic-
experienced network. "The
Germans (1972 didn't do it
and the Canadians (1976i
wouldn't hear of it."
Ohlineyer said he was sit-
ting in front of a monitor with
some Soviet broadcast per-
sonnel watching the javelin
competition at Spartacade. "I
told them that the shot of the
javelin was too tight. You
couldn't get a perspective on
distance. The next thing I
knew the guy was buzzing
away into a phone, and baago
— the next javelin throw had a
perfect frame."
Mason said he conducted a
seminar in January 1978 for
Soviet television editors and
cameramen. "They're
fascinated by the way we
televise football," Mason said.
"They're in absolute awe of
our isolation isolated
camera ( concepts. They're
very attuned to learning.
Basically, they have the same
attitude we have.
"When we first saw their
coverage, we were concerned.
But I think they've improved
200 percent in the last year. I
think the Russians can now
cover a sports event as well as
any non-American broad-
caster. Of course, the
Americans are still light years
ahead of everybody."
Richard, Unsure Of Reason, Is Happy




Houston's J.R. Richard as
much as he had puzzled Los
Angeles batters: "Can you
name a. reason why you've
beaten the Dodgers 10 times in
a row?"
"If I knew what I was doing
to beat L.A., I'd use it to beat
other clubs," he replied. "I
wouldn't have 11 losses."
One explanation was pure
power pitching, which was
what Richard used to beat the
Dodgers 4-1 Wednesday night.
He allowed just six hits, struck
out 12 to improve his major
league-leading total to 209,
and walked just two while
,squaring his record at 11-11.
. •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
In the other National
League games Wednesday,
the Pittsburgh Pirates
defeated the Chicago Cubs 5-2
in 10 innings, the Cincinnati
Reds trimmed the Atlanta
Braves 3-1, the St. Louis
Cardinals downed the New
York Mets 8-4, the
Philadelphia Phillies beat the
Montreal Expos 4-3 and the
San Francisco Giants held off
the San Diego Padres, 10-7.
Pirates 5, Cubs 2 — Phil
Garner's three-run homer off
Dick Tidrow in the 10th inning
carried the Pirates past the
Cubs for their sixth triumph in
seven games. A fifth-inning
homer by Bill Madlock and a
seventh-inning shot by John
Mihier had given the Pirates a
2-1 lead, but Chicago tied it
against Kent Tekulve in the
ninth when Barry Foote's
single scored Jerry Martin
from second.
Reds 3, Braves 1 — Bill
Bonham, relegated to the
Cincinnati bullpen in recent
weeks, needed just 101 pitches
to hurl a two-hitter and help
the Reds beat the Braves.
One of those hits was an RBI
double by Barry Bonnell in the
Atlanta fifth, but Cincinnati
went ahead in the sixth on a
two-run homer by Dave
Concepcion and got insurance
on Cesar Geronirno's homer in
the seventh.
Cardinals 8, Mets 4 — Pete
Vuckovich pitched a complete
game, thanks to Ken Reitz'
three-run homer in the St.
Louis second inning. Reitz'
homer brought St. Louis
within 4-3 and removed the
possibility that Manager Ken
Boyer would pinch-hit for
Vuckovich when his pitcher's
turn came to bat.
Phillies 4. Expos 3 —
Montreal first baseman Tony
Perez fumbled a bases-loaded
grounder by Bake McBride
with two out in the ninth in-
ning, allowing Larry Bowa to
score the run that carried the
Phillies past the Expos.
Bowa beat out a bunt to open
the inning and stole second
1:Zefore Pete Rose walked. One
out later Mike Schmidt was
walked intentionally to load
the bases for McBride.
Giants 10, Padres 7 — Left-
hander John Curtis knocked in '
three runs with a pair of
singles and Mike Ivie added
two home runs for San
Francisco, which built an 8-1).
lead, then survived a late San
Diego rally.
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The Murray East Little League All-Stars are, front row from left: Jay Watson. Mitch Grogan. Rick Grogan, Chris Storks, Shame
.Guthrie. Dennis Thurmond, Shawn McClure and Gabe Amos. In back ore coach Kent Wright, Mork Waldrop, Jay Wells, Rusty
Wright, Todd Ross, Joel Conoley, John Mark Potts, coach Tommy McClure and coach Glen Grogan. The squad finished second in a
.recent 16-team invitational in Hopkinsville. Ky. and is currently competing in another event in Madisonville.
Keough's Losing Streak Reaches
18 Games As Angels Drub A's
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
. What do you do with a pit-
cher who is still looking for his
first victory this late in the
baseball season?'" Oakland
Manager Jim Marshall is
finally doing something — he's
sending Matt Keough to the
bullpen.
This has really become a
strain on him," said Marshall.
"Maybe he's a little bit afraid
of losing now and that only
• (Impounds his problems."
Keough's problems include
the longest 'losing streak in
major league baseball, which
reached 18 Wednesday with an
84 loss to the California
Angels.
Don Baylor was one of
Keough's biggest problems
Wednesday, pacing a 21-hit
attack with four hits ahd three
runs batted in. Baylor raised
his RBI total to 101.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Cleveland Indians
swept a day-night double-
header from the Boston Red
Sox 6-4 and 8-2: the Texas
Rangers beat the Detroit
Tigers 16-9 in the first game of
a double-header before losing
the second game 10-4: the
Milwaukee Brewers defeated
the Baltimore Orioles 8-4: the
New York Yankees whipped
the Chicago White Sox 4-3 and
the Minnesota Twins turned
back the Seattle Mariners 3-1.
The Sliders captured first place in the 1-Ball League during East League play this season. In
front, from left, are: Charles Outland, Jill Cossey, Hadovm Cook, Stacey Williams, Aaron Dug-
ger, Chris Bynum and Sean Kelly. In bock are coach Harold Bynum, Joy Housden, Johnny Mac
Phillips, Benji Kelly, Joey Banst, Terry Moss, Scott West and coach Dan Kelly.
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Baseball thrives on the lines
in its record book — lines that
denote special achievement. -
Call them plateaus.
Babe Ruth hit 60 home runs
in one season and 714 in his
career and those plateaus
made him a national hero.
Then Roger Mans hit 61 in one
year and Hank Aaron hit 755
for his lifetime and the record
book added two new lines.
Joe DiMaggio once hit
safely in 56 consecutive games
and when Pete Rose made a
run at that record with 44
straight last season, the whole
world of baseball stopped and
watched.
The statistical measures are
there, established as targets.
For a pitcher, 300 victories is a
nice round number, especially
since only 14 have managed it
and none since Early Wynn in
1963.
Next to knock on the door of
that exclusive club will be
gritty Gaylord Perry of the
San Diego Padres, who at age
40 now has 277 wins to his
credit. Twenty-three more
wins might seem like a lot at
his age but don't bet against
the gentleman farmer from
North Carolina. Last month,
remember, he moved into
second place on the all-time
strikeout list, now trailing
only the immortal Walter
Johnson.
The man conceded to have
the best shot at Johnson's
awesome record of 3,508
strikeouts is flame-throwing
Nolan Ryan of the California
Angels. Ryan at age 32 has
2,854 -- 652 away. Three tnore
200-strikeout years would put
him right there.
Cincinnati's Tom Seaver is
also within striking distance
with 2,841, but he'll be 35 in
November and probably will
fall short.
Perry went into 1979 with
just over 3,000 strikeouts and
that impressive number is the
same figure used to measure
the game's most productive
batters.
Three thousand hits. Roll
those words over slowly. That
barrier has been reached only
13 times in baseball history
but it is about to be cracked
twice more in the next few
weeks.
First over the threshold
should be Lou Brock of the St.
Louis Cardinals, who goes into
tonight's game against the
New York Mets just eight hits
away. Next, will be Carl
Yastrzemski, who is some two
dozen hits short of the ioai
right now.
The Cards return home bra
14-game homestand Friday
and it will be a nice touch for
Brock to reach 3,000 in Busch
Stadium. The only other
Cardinal with 3,000 is Hall of
Earner Stan Musial, who hit
the magic number fine
summer's afternoon in
Chicago, where some of Its
impact was wasted.
Brock has been rather
serene about the milestone. -I
don't care where I get it .
New York, St. Louis, Jupiter
or Mars,' z he said. "I'm just




A junior-golf tournament for
Oaks Country Club members
will be held Friday at 9 a.m at
the Oaks course. those in.
terested in competing mar
call the pro shop at 753-6454
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Register for a FREE
COAT. . drawing
will be held Aug. 31
Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept
lever Action CO2 powdered, single shot pellet or 16 shot BB
Repeater with fully adjustable Rear Sights.
1 9 9 7

















Complete set includes heavy guage
steel poles, official size and weigh:
volleyball, 2 ft. x'20 ft. oil season
net and officiol rules
Reg. S11.97
Two Burner Features 2- 7,000 BTU burners,Nickle plated grills and baked
enamel steel chassis
mp Stoves













•Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
aimLut LotPorch Swings
crfs:::k
$ 2 5 95
While Supply Lasts














1/2" & 5/8" dio. in 50 &
75 Ft. Rolls
$ "







































full front t. '• tern rear B.
pt(I,
Dries like laquer, seals like
shelIcK, dries in 30 min. No
special bursh cleaners
available in clear and
pigmented white
DISCOUNT PRICES
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EXHIBITION — Part of the brass section of the Etobicoke Oakland Crusaders,
Willowdale, Ontario. Canada. sound their horns in the drum and bugle corp exhibition
Wednesday night at Roy Stewart Stadium. Several corps competed in the event to prepare
for the international championship show Aug. 18 in Birmingham, Ala.
Stall Photo By Matt Sanders
Brown Does Not Feel
Bound By Spending Limit
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate John Y. Brown Jr.
says he does not feel bound by
a campaign spending limit
because no agreement
satisfactory to him was
reached with the Republicans.
Brown, a millionaire, has
signed a document agreeing to
place a $1.25 million spending
limit on . his Democratic
gubernatorial campaign.
Republicans have signed a
separate document and insist
on financial disclosure
provisions that Brown has
rejected.
Brown told a news con-
ference on Wednesday that he
signed the agreement July 30.
"I challenge Louie Nunn to
do the same," Brown added.
He said -that unless
Democrats and Republicans
agree, for him to abide by a
spending limit "serves no




AP) — Robert Deskins says
he wants to consider the
concerns of area people, but
also do what's best for the




a Georgia national park, takes
over at Mammoth Cave next
Tuesday.
He said in a telephone in-
terview with The Daily News
in Bowling Green this , week
that the unique challenges at
Mammoth Cave, where
demands of sensitive natural
resources and area residents
often clash, will not alter his
style of management.
"I'm pretty open and
straight to the point," said
Deskins. -I'm going to do
what's best for the park, but
I'm not unreasonable. I'll also
take in all concerns of the
people in the area and
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No Frills
have an agreement or we
don't have an agreement."
He said in a statement that
-without an agreement by my
opponent, the spending limits
for the fall campaign will be
left wide open."
A spokesman for Nunn said
his campaign chairman, Ron
Meredith, signed a 81.25
million limitation last month.
"We have been conducting
an honest and ethical cam-
paign and shall continue to do
so," the spokesman added.
Meredith and Brown's
campaign manager, Larry
Townsend, met three times in
recent weeks in an attempt to
work out an agreement on
spending and a code of ethics
for the fall campaign.
Brown and Meredith signed
their own versions of the pact
at their last meeting, both
proposing a spending ceiling
of 81.25 million.
The code of ethics and the
ban on spending had been
drafted by a committee of the
Kentucky 'Press Association
and the Kentucky Broad-
casters Association.
Brown charged Wednesday
that Nunn would be unable to
abide by a code of ethics
"because every campaign he
has been in has been marked
by misrepresentation and
distortion of facts.
"As a result, he has
deliberately broken off
negotiations between our two
campaigns."
Brown said that in order to
finalize the agreements, he is
willing to release his tax





that he has no plans to spend
or loan any of his money to
this campaign.
•1 have confidence that the
Democrats of Kentucky are
going to be willing to give
enough to finance our fall
campaign," he continued.
Come taste our
(It'll keep you comm' back!)
99
If you think you
know a great T- Bone
when you see one, just wait until
you see ours Thick, juicy. tender, and cooked
just the way you love it. With your choice of a hot
baked potato or french fries and toast, it s a
meal you re going to remember Our weekend
feature price is easy to remember, too, only
$4.99 And try our soup n' salad bar with your
meal, just 994
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Quality that keeps you comin' back.
On Visitation To Prison Inmates
Federal Hearing Decision Resolved
By ELISE FREDERICK
Bowling Green Daily New,
BOWLING GREEN, K •
API — The state Justit,
Department's refusal to allo
attorneys from foreiv:i
countries to visit inmates at
the Kentucky State
Penitentiary was resolved
during a recess in a federal
hearing here.
The state had obtained a
temporary restraining order
prohibiting the visit, but the
matter was settled Wed-
nesday after representatives
of both sides agreed the
proem had stemmed from a
lack of communication.
Lennox Hines, a United
Nations representative for the
International Association of
Democratic Lawyers, said a
group of international at,
torneys were invited to the
United States this month to
visit several prison facilities
Hines said the lawyers were
interested in discussir4
possible human rights
violations in the American
prison system.
"It seems Kentucky is the
only state in the nation to
refuse admission to its
prison," Hines said. "It raises
the question, 'What does




Jack Smith said, however,
that he was uncertain of the
attorneys' exact purpose until
Tuesday night, adding that he
was only trying to retain the
maximum security of the
Eddyville prison.
"I don't have anything to
hide down there. I didn't know
what you wanted before, but I
know now," Smith told Hines
during a court recess.
U.S. District Judge Edward
Johnstone called the recess to
find an earlier ruling he had
made in connection with the
same type of case.
-I believe I've alreat4 ruled
that an inmate has the right
and access to the courts, and
that includes attorneys," the
judge said. He then said the
state could be in possible
contempt of court if it con-
tinued to refuse the lawyers
access to the prison.
During the 45-minute
recess, however. Hines and
Smith discussed the case, both
agreeing that what had oc-
curred was the result of a lack
of communication and un-
derstanding.
Testiniony revealed that
Smith had received a letter
from Hines saying several
persons_ connected with the
United Nations wished to
make a "legal visit" to eight
prison initiates.
"We were confused about
the role of the plaintiffs and
whether this really was a U.N.
action. This confusion has
been cleared up today,- Smith
said.
Jim Baker, an attorney for
the Justice Department, said,
"This has been a good ex-
perience for our international
jurists. I hope this reflects the
kind of openness we have in
our system."
Hines, however, said he had
mixed feelings.
"On one level, we are
pleased the secretary of
justice has agreed to with-
draw his objection and that
the judge didn't have to rule
on the case," Hines said. "On
the, other hand, I'm very
displeased that we had to
spend so much time and
money, plus the court's tune."
Hines said the two lawyers,
Sergio Insunza, a former
Chilean minister of justice
during the Allende regime,
and Iseanyi Isebigh, a
Nigerian lawyer, would visit
the penitentiary Wednesday
afternoon and then would go
on to prisons in California and
Alabama.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—RONDS—RIAL ESTATE-101 E. 121N ST., BERTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR TNE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
7534434
•••.f.flg -Pl.. • •••t•sl. • /.0 '•1.11,4*•,.• ••( •Ea.Sit•(!) TO•Ot.AestS Of P•ps•Ce,
Buy in quantity!





Six resealable/returnable 32-ounce bottles
in one take-home carton.
I • •talsoks
'ONO' sacx sor.
32 FL. OZ.(1 QUART)
The 6 Quart 6 Pak six 32
ounce bottles of great tasting
Pepsi Cola in Pepsi Cola's big
gest take home carton Now
you can enjoy the quality taste
of Pepsi Cola plus the conven





more than thirty eight five
ounce servings of sparkling
Pepsi from one handy pack•
age It's the best way yet to
make sure you have Pepsi
enough to last. Each bottle has
a reseal cap to help lock in the
sparkle, and the carry back
carton is a perfect way to re•
turn your empties for a refund.
Get quality in quantity with







BOTTLED BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO., PADUCAH, KY. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo , INC , PURCHASE. N Y
Bel-Air Center




















Check-Up Best Way To Detect Cancer
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON I AP -- Despite
the development of special
breast X-rays and other
diagnostic tools, the best way
to find breast cancer is still a
yearly physical exam, a study
shows.
However, the researchers
conclude that as women
become more adept at
examining themselves for
breast cancer, home
screening for the disease may
become as effective as an
annual checkup by a doctor.
Other health experts have
urged that women who run a
high risk of developing breast
cancer should have a yearly
X-ray, called a mam-
mography.
But the latest report con-
cludes this method is so
inaccurate it is probably not
worth the added doses of
radiation, which some critics
have said may itself cause
breast cancer.
Breast cancer is the most
conimon form of cancer
among women. In the United
States, 35,000 women are
expected to die from it this
year. The disease strikes
nearly one out of 13 women.
About 1,000 women par-
ticipated in the six-year study,
conducted at St. Michael's
Hospital Breast Clinic in
Toronto. The research was
directed by Dr. Leo J.
Mahoney and published in















































































































































Hie doctors found 30 new
cases of breast cancer in the
women, but only four of them
were turned up by mam-
mography. The rest were
discovered when doctors or
the women themselves found
lumps in the patients' breasts.
The researchers noted that
there is no evidence that early
detection of breast cancer in a
screening program leads to
improved survival rates. Over
the past 30 years, the
frequency of death from
breast cancer has remained
virtually constant.
"If there is any advantage
of early diagnosis of breast
cancer, the 'most rewarding
method of screening should be
annual clinical breast
e,xaminations by physicians
and less frequent niam-
mographic examinations of




discovered 128 new lumps in
women's breasts, although
most turned out to be benign.
Of these, 66 percent were
discovered by routine physical
exam, 23 percent by breast
self-examination and 10
percent accidentally by the
patient.
However, during the last
two years of the study, can-
cers in seven of 18 patients
were identified by breast self-
exams.
"It would appear that this
screening method niay
become as useful as annual
clinical breast examinations
by physicians," the doctors
wrote
The women who par-
ticipated in the study had a
statistically higher than
normal chance of developing
breast cancer. They either
had a previous breast cancer,
a family history of the disease,
a pregnancy after age 30 or a
previous breast operation for
a noncancerous disorder.
1980's May Be Critical
For Tobacco Growers
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Escalating burley tobacco
prices are costing the United
States some foreign and
domestic markets and the
1980s will be the most critical
decade of the century fer
growers, says a tobacco ex-
port authority.
Frank B. Snodgrass, vice
president and managing
director of the Burley and
Dark Leaf Tobacco Export
Association in Washington,
said Wednesday markets are
declining despite record ex-
ports last year.
He added that more foreign-
grown tobacco is being used in
cigarettes at the expense of
American growers.
He made the statements in




"The price of U.S. tobacco
has grown too far out of line
with its world competition,"
Snodgrass said. "Under, the
U.S. price umbrella, com-
peting supplies are expanding
in quantity and improving in
quality. American tobacco's
export and domestic market
shares are being steadily
eroded."
The problem already is
acute for flue-cured tobacco
growers, he said, and -sooner
or later can be expected to
impact on burley."
Snodgrass said not all his
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 1979
your place OK for the p.m.,
but be sure to be civil to all
guests.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) 1145-
arouse doubts about a
romantic situation, yet the
way is clear for good times. Be
less suspicious.
TAURUS
(Apr, 20 to May 20) tg‘t)W
It's a mixed bag re friend-
ships. Having others over to
EANUTS
ALL RIGHT, MEN, I'M
GOING TO CALL THE ROLL
NANCY
WHEN YOU HEAR YOUR
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news was gloomy for
American growers, however.




foreign tobacco buyers to
replenish their stocks.
-An apparent shift in some
countries from mild, bland




"the saturation point" in the





completed after six years of
conferences.
The trade treaty, already
approved by the United
States, holds promise for
American agriculture,
especially tobacco, said
Snodgrass, who took part in
the talks.
Exports last year were a
record 126.75 million pounds.
Snodgrass said totals this year
would depend on crop quality,
but added shipments through
July were ahead of last year's
pace.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
Don't be boastful with
ARIES superiors. Keep some things
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gril4i to self, but do share thoughts
A change in plans could with loved ones and family.
Partners may inspire.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) GO
You could be wasteful with
resources. Travel could be
costly, yet trust hunches about
new money-making work
ideas. Listen to close allies.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 42.
Careless thinking could mar
investment planning.
Romance has a touch of magic
about it. Good times mellow
disposition. Trust hunches.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
After preliminary talks, you
may not want to join close
ones in their activities.
Privacy brings peace of mind
and serene moments
LIBRA fLrl{ Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -
Work related problems
could preoccupy you. Attend
to duties before joining friends
in their activities. Share views
with others.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Don't share career con-
fidences unless with trusted
friends. The careless word
works against you. An idea
could be profitable.
SAGITTARIUS ),ev(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Make peace with family
members before taking off for
distant places. Don't assume
others will take care of things
while you play.
CAPRICORN 
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
Mistakes and misun-
derstandings likely through




(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ""*".
Not a time for lending
money or complicating your
financial picture. Leisure time
'vibes with friends and
love ones are accented.
PISCjS 4' "
(Feb1 19 to Mar. 20)
Don't be careless with
health or work assignments.
In the p.m. you'll come up
with a vaulable idea for career
progress. Trust hunches.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
individualist whose best
success comes with the
development of a sense of
service. Public spirited, you
are often attracted to reform
movements and would make a
good leader for any cause that
appealed to you. Versatile,
YOU can succeed in many lines
of work. Law, medicine,
religion, politics, and
government work are some of
the professions in which you'd
excel. Not well suited for
partnerships, you do best in
your own business.










for election to the





A board member must






abuse and cannot be a
paid employee of any
program or activity
operated by the Board
or its affiliates. '
Interested persons
desiring to submit
nominations may do so.








dation Board, Inc., P.

























God is love. Bible study.
anytime. Bible Facts and Free
Store, 759-4600.
Now open! North Hills Park
Minature Golf. Hours, 1 pm til
9 pm, 7 days a week. 3 miles






































family ond business cor-
rectly will be ap-
preciated. There is no




5. Lost and Found
Found motorcycle helmet on
121 North 489-2364 
Lost- 2 car keys and 3 other
keys on Peoples Bank key
chain. Reward offered If found
bring to the office of the Mur-
ray ledger and Times. Lost
Monday in the vicinity of the
First Baptist Church and the
Post Office. 
6. Help Wanted 
Babysitter in my home, beginn-
ing August 20th. Monday
through Thursday. noon until 5
pm Own transportation and
references required. Call 753-
9Ea5r2n0.extra money No invest-
ment Take orders for Lisa low
priced jewelry. For free




Free details. Reply: Titan, Box
94688 ZN, Schaumberg. IL
60194Immediate opening for full
time medical office nurse,
medical experience helpful or
will train. Send resume to P.O.
Box 943. Murray, KY.
Janitor. Must be able to run
buffer, work late hours. Write
P.O. Box 32 Z, Murray. KY.
Kitchen help needed, must be
able to work 5 am til 1 pm. and
weekends. Apply in person
McDonalds. 107 North 12th. 
Needed. two waitresses; cook,
and dishwasher. All daytime
work. Applications will be
taken at the Hungry Bear
Restaurant, Main Street, on
Tuesday and Wednesday.
August 14th 1nd 15th, from 8
am til 1 pm. We will be closed,
but side door will be open.
Need responsible adult to
babysit small infant. Must have
references. Call anytime, 753-
0343. 
Needed: someone to haul junk













Full or Part-time help.
Local business needs
three good people to
join our sales team.





plan in the business.
Average earning up to
5500 per week. For ap-
pointment call 7 59-
1 34 4 from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m., Monday thru Fri-
day ask for Mr. Osman.
Part time, company benefits.
office clerk. Send resume tq
P.O. Box 32 C. Murray, KY. .
Wanted - experienced body
man. Call 753-2906 or 759-
4601. 
Wanted: farm families in-'
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage.. Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273. 
9. Situation Wanted
Responsible lady would like to
babysit toddler. Close to
University References
available. Call 753-4188. •
Wanted: farm families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage. Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273.
12. Insurance
Wanted farm families in-
terested in a top notch major,
medical group hospital
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On August 15, 1979, at 10 o'clock a.m., at McKeel
Equipment Co., Inc. Murray, KY the following
goods will be exposed to sale at public auction
without reserve:
Case 1370 tractor 4818240
Case D24 Disk; Case 300 6-Bottom Plow
Case 1570 Tractor 4818469
Case F21 Disk
(To be sold as is, where is - No warranty implied
This sale is held to enforce the rights of J I Case
Credit Corp. of Memphis, Tn., as the secured party
arising under a security agreement executed with
Ronnie D. Beane of Rt. 1, Farmington, KY 42040, as
debtor.
HELP WANTED
The City of Murray, in order to carry out the
Comprehensive Community Development Pro-
gram, will be hiring a 'Community Development
staff. The following positions will be open and filled
as required to implement this program.
1. Assistant Director/Housing Coordinator
2. Rehabilitation Officer
3. Rehabilitation Inspector Cost Estimator
4. Fairhousing, Equal Employment Officer
5. Secretary
Application for these positions, along with com-
plete job descriptions, can be obtained at City Hall
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in the Planning Of-
fice or by writing to Steve Zea, City Planner, City
Hall Building, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Salary commensurate to qualifications. Excellent
fringe benefit package.
Final filing date - August 31.)97`.5. Please state
position or positions for which you are applying. The
City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
operating under an Affirmative Action Plan.
MASTER'S OR Ph.D. LEVEL COUNSELORS
wonted for Community Mental Health Center
in university community. Background in social
work, psychology or counseling and guidance
is required. Located in major recreational
area of western Kentucky, this center is part
of a large regional program and serves Mur-
ray State University as well as residents of
Calloway County. Salary based on ex-
perience; excellent fringe benefits. Send
resume to Mr. Don Brock, Supervisor;
Murray-Calloway County Mental Health
Center; 702 Main Street; Murray, KY.
42071. FOE/ AA
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YOUR KEY to Buy, Sell or Trade Anything
ARE THE CLASSIFIEDS
14.-Wint To Buy
1967 Camaro door panels. in
good shape Call 753-7393
Class rings. men $15. womens
$10 Prompt payment. Carl
Wallace Route 4, Box 251C.
Benton KY 42025.
Junk cars Call after 5 pm 474-
8838
Wanted to buy Standing
timber top prices paid 489-
2334
15. Articles For Sale
5 hp, 3-speed riding lawn
mower $125 20 gauge bolt
action shotgun $40 Call 436-
5671
For sale Ramsey 8.000 lb
wench good condition. $350
Tandem axle 16' utility trailer
$550 753-2329
Used sailboat. 14 with trailer
Used piano. $200. Call 753-
1202
We have used air conditioners
from 5.000-23,000 BTU at
reduced prices. Dill's Electric
753-9104 or 753-1551
16. Home Furnishings 
• Antique sofa for sale, walnut
trim, good condition. 753-
6302.
Couch and chair, coffee and
end tables with lamp, $150
G.E. gold dishwasher. excellent
condition. $150. All items like
new. Call 753-4755 after 5 pm.
For sale: Green couch and
chair, like new, kitchen table
and 6 chairs. 2 roll-a-way beds.
Call 753-4385.
Floral couch. good condition
Call 753-2515 after 430.
G.E. refrigerator. ,avacado, in
good condition Phone 753-
3295
Moving sale. Lots of antiques.
wash stands. pie safes,
dressers, brass items, and ac-
cessories. Phone 753-4395.
Matching early American couch
and chair, practically new.
Must sell. Phone 753-6209. 
Moving sale! 2 refrigerators,
freezer, washer and dryer. king-
sue bed, stereo console,
breakfast room set, wall unit
for girl's room. Call 753-8674. 
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop.
642-8250,. We buy, sell, and
trade.
19. Farm Equipment 
300 MF combine, bean and
corn headers. Also 2 ton
chevrolet truck All in good
,condition. Call after 4 pm. 753-
8232 
20. Sports Equipment 
Winchester shotgun 12 gauge,
automatic $100 Call 489-
2787.
22. &mica' - 
Conn trumpet Excellent condi-
tion Great for beginner Priced
to sell Call 753-0806
For sale 6 string Alvarez Artist
guitar. pearl inlaid neck $400
Call 753-7490 
Like new, Silver Stradivarius
Bach Trumpet. Excellent condi-
tion $360 Call 759-111.9
Yamaha stereo. 80 Watt.
Seperate components. Com-
plete system including glass








Procraft bass boat. fully equip-
ped with 150 hp Black Mac
Mercury motor. New 24. Star-
craft camper self-contained.
used one time. 1977 Chevrolet
4-wheel drive pickup truck. Any
reasonable offer will be ac-
cepted. Call between 7 and 5.,
753-6779.
10' Sears table saw Call 753-
9862 after 4 pm
Two 40 foot van loads of office
furniture. Chairs, desks. safes.
2.3.4, and 5 drawer file
cabinets, storage cabinets,
fiberglass and plextglass. Ross
& Sons Salvage Mdse., Inc..
Martin, TN 38237. Phone: 901-
587-2420. Open Monday-
Friday, 730 to 5:30. Saturday
730 to 3 00.
26. TV-Radio
Maco 300 bilateral amatuer
linear worth $1 per watt, now
only $250. 492-8834.
Pierce Simpson






Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna.
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150 now $75 492-
8834
Sansui G-3000, AM-FM stereo
receiver. 26 watts per channel
$210 753-8216.
Zenith cabinet model stereo.
good condition, $80. Call days
436-5675 after 7:15 pm call
436-2470.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1973 Atlantic 12x65 mobile
home. $5100. Call after HO.
753-8451.
12x70, 1973 Citation. Located
Barkley Lake. For more infor-
mation call 753-6204.
27. Mobile Home  Sales
12x65 Three bedroom. 2 bath
partially furnished on
108x122 lot, central air, gas
heat and cooking. Located by
East School Call 753-8342.
1979 14x70 Victorian mobile
home for sale Call 354-8669 or
354-8173 
28. Mob. Home Rents 
Attention! Mobile home space
available in Apply Valley Park.
now under new ownership
Formerly Midway Trailer Park.
Located 3 miles south of Mur-
ray on 641 Call 753-0364 or
753-3455
10 wide. 2 bedroom. nicety fur-
nished. east of Alm°, big yard.
Call 753-6791
12x60 Three bedroom, 1' bath
new carpet new furniture. cen-
tral heat and air. all like new.
See at Shady Oaks. no phone
calls please.
Two bedroom. all electric
mobile home. No pets. Call
753-4808 
29. Heating-Cooling 
GE air conditioner, 18,000





square feet in Southside Shop-
ping Center, next to Jim's Shoe
Outlet. 7753-6612.
31. Want To Rent
Wanted two or three bedroom
trailer for rent in country. Call
759-4084 after five 
32. Apts. For Rent
Apartment for rent near Univer-
sity. $90 per month Call 753-
6114 after 7 pm
Duplex, two bedroom, stove
and refrigerator. $160 per
month Call 753-8631
Furnished efficiency apart-
ment. Deposit. No pets. $100
per month. Call 753-9829
For rent: Furnished apartment
at New Concord, $80 per mon-
th Call 436-2427.
For rent. small furnished apart-
ment Married couple only. See
at 407 South 8th St.
One bedroom, partially furnish-
ed. quiet, near school $200 in-
cludes utilities. Call 753-6639
after 5 pm
Three room furnished apart-
ment. Single or couple only.
Phone 753-9925 or 436-5577.
Two bedroom duplex for couple
Or with 1 child. $135 per mon-
th. Water and air conditioner
furnished. No dogs_ Deposit re-
quired. Call 489-2595. 
33. Rooms for Rent
Room for rent, two blocks from
University, $65.00 per month.
Utilities included. Boys only.
Call 436-2411 or 753-4140. 
34. Houses For Rent
BOB RICHARDS
Former Olympic Champion has
formed a new company that:
1. Provides unlimited in-
come
2. Produces a business with
no risk or investment.
3. Be your own boss.
4. Vested interest for life.
Dynamic new Sales Venture.
Come hear Bob in person at the
Holiday Inn, Thursday night,
August 9, 1979 at 8:00 p.m.
Kirkwood Drive, 3 bedroom.
family room, garage. Deposit
and lease required. $300 per
month. Call 753-6245_
Two bedroom, all electric
deposit $165 per month Call
753-3582
Two bedroom house for rent on
lake Couple only $206 per
month. 436-5663. 










12 ft. commercial tones, rubber back - $2.50 sq. yd.
12 ft. & 15 ft. commercial tweed rubber back - $2.99
sq. yd. 12 ft. outside grass-type carpet, many colors
$3 sq. yd.
SPECIAL JRUCK LOAD
Rubber back shags mani colors - $3.95 sq. yd: Many
BIG rolls to choose from. .$1.49 sq. yd., $1.99 sq.
yd., $2.50 sq. yd., $2.99 sq. yd.
This Is nice carpit-Conee see for yeersoH. (While it
lasts.)
PASCHALL & SON
8 mi. South of Murray, Ky. on Hwy. 64 1
Open 8 to 5, 6 days/wit. PH (901) 498-9733
37. Livestock-Supplies
For Sale One mare. two mules.
one coming 2 years old, one
coming 1 year old. Also one
Charolais Bull now ready for
service Call 437-4394.
Produce your own meat supply.
Raise rabbits from red, white.
and blue pedigreed stock.
Breeding stock available from
show quality strain Call 153-
6843 Pleasant Grove Rabbitry.
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC adult male Bassett Hound.




blood lines, party color, $85.
Call 502-753-9459.
Four year old saddle bred mare.
Call after 5 pm, 759-1192. 
Loveable Peek-a-poos. $50. Call
753-1711.
Saint Bernard puppies. AKC
registered $95 1-247-8068
38. Pets-Supplies
Sherri s Soap and Shape pro-
fessional dog grooming, 104
North 13th Street Phone 153-
0556 
40. Produce
Sweet corn for sale. Box 125
Tucker Garland Road. Take
Squire Potts road off 121 N to
first blacktop on left, then ap-
proximately one mile to hog
farm. 
41. Public Sale
Carport sale. Thursday and Fri-
day. 8 til 5 in Stella in front of
Gamble's Trailer Park.
Carport sale. 805 South 4th
Street, Thursday. frrday an
Saturday.
Garage sale at William's Body
Shop Industrial Road open
every Friday and Saturday. New
items every week
Garage sale. Saturday and Sun.
day. 606 Broad Extended Odds
and ends antiques
Large yard sale! Furniture.
household items. clothing
August 9th-1 lth 220 South
15th Street
Moving! Must sell Items can
be seen Wednesday through
Saturday from 9 to 6 off Route
1 in Coldwater on Snow Road,
first trailer on right
Plant sale. Saturday 8 til 5
Cacti. succulents, and good
speciem house plants. 908 N
16th Street
Yard sale, 211 North 5th, Fri-
day and Saturday. 9 am til.'.
Yard sate. 4 party. Furniture.
antiqueis, dishes, clothes,
miscelkneous. Friday,. and
Saturday. Aug. 10th and 11th
641 miles south of Dexter.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday.
Leaving town. lots of items.
Lynn Grove Highway, home of
Janice Austin.
Yard sale 1607 Wiswell Road
Friday August 10th from 8 til
4
Yard sale. 303 South 8th St..
Saturday. Wrought iron posts,
portable electric rotisserie
oven, chair and sofa.
humidifier, 20 gallon







1312 W. Main Street at
the Marine Gas Station
(Tommy 8. Patsy Car-
rico) From 8 a.m. till 6
p.m. Each Day.
Clothing, Furniture-,
Kitchen items, 5 & 10'
items, books, records &
Postpon•el In cos, of
rain.
Yard sale, Saturday. August
11th, 9 am til 6 pm. six miles
south of Murray on New Con-
cord highway. Recliner, maple
stereo cabinet, baby clothes
and items. childrens clothes
size 4, maternity clothes size
14, many more useful items 
Yard moving sale. Friday and
Saturday from 9 til 6. 5 miles
south on 641 lust past Green
Plains cemetery. Many like new
men's suits, girls and ladies
size 5-16. Jantzen and other
name brand clothes Baby
clothes, toys. and new gift
items Men and womens 10. 
speedbikes and much more 
Yard sale! Furniture, garden
tiller, chain saw, bikes motor-
cycle, bedspreads, curtains;
toys. miscellaneous. Friday and
Saturday. 8 am til ?. 114 North
14th. 
Yard sale, 641 North highway,
Bucy market at Almo Heights
Dishes, small appliances,
clothes, Avon, milk shake
machine, and lots of other
items. Friday and Saturday 8 til
5
43. Real Estate
Large Lot for sale on Highway
299 in Kirksey Over 1 acre
with mobile home hook-up
Ideal for mobile but could be
very nice building site Includ-
ed is electric pole, deep well.
'useable septic tank. Make an
offer The Nelson Shroat Co.
Realtors, 759-1707.
Harris Grove Community,
located on Highway 1550 near
intersection of Highway 893 A
very nice 2 acres with small
bungalo home Could be very
nice with some work We want
an offer Asking $16.000 The








With p Frict . 1 I,
Neat 2 BR., home on 10
level productive acres,
only 3 miles from
town. Large corner
acreage on locust
Grove Church Rd. Mid
40's.- - - -
Economical Country
Lving-2 BR., 1 bath
older home in good
condition. 44 mile E. of
Boydsville on paved
road. Only 6,850.
3 Br., 2 bath mobile
home, off 94E. has cen-
tral heat & air, not far
from Kenlake, and
located on a wooded 2
acre lot. A good buy at
$12,900
43. Real Estate 43. Real Estate  43. Real-Utah:
Choice Waterfront lake view
and small acre tracts near lake
at Hamlin, KY about 10 miles
east of Murray All have good
building sites This property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and the balance
financed at less than bank
rates We also have several lake
area homes for sale John C
Neubauer Realtor. 1111




Just listed, this sharp









School days are coming Invest
in money making duplex near
University Both apartments are
neat and clean Good income
opportunity for $36 500 Call






the marvelous view of




plus family room with
Franklin fireplace,
Central heat and air
plus all appliances.
Large lake view lot










only 4 miles from Mur-
ray. First time offered
for sale. Has private
setting on blacktop





for all your real estate
needs
43. Real Estate
On a tight budget but want to
own a home? Come see this 2
bedroom located on 10th
Street for less than $20,000






903 Doran Road. Just
call for an ap-
pointment to see this 3
BR home that's on the
-----.--markot for the first.






heat & central electric
air. There's over 2,050
total sq. ft. and is
offered for $53N00.
Jpu Son. 
Ideal for the busy family...This
home is almost marntenance
free. Beautifully paneled in-
side - brick outside. Large lot
with fenced backyard, a conve-
nient kitchen that has it all -
dishwasher, disposal. oven, sur-
face unit. refrigerator and large
sunny eating area All of the
best for less - priced in the low
$40's Call 753-1492 Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors
213-7411 (myths&
Put this sign on your lawn.
It won't kill
crabgrass,
but it gets rid
of
houses fast.
Between one mowing and the next, your
house could change owners. And you know
that's fast!
Mow can we be so sure?
Because we're a member of the Homes For
Living Network.
Open Homo At 3 Beautiful Homes This Sunday
August 12th, 2-4 p.m.
1209 DORAN ROAD
• '• .'t Miss out on this beautiful home on a
• i_H..;ner lot that is perfectly landscaped.
* 2100 sq. ft. with 3 bedrooms and 3 full
* baths. Beautiful family room opening onto
* a patio overlooking a yard with
* everything. An upstairs bedroom, sitting
* room and bath are perfect for that
)1: teenager. Priced in the $70's.
**** *******************
SOOTNEAST OF MURRAY
On 1/2 acres is this new listing with 4
bedrooms, large eat-in kitchen and good
location for the growing family. 20's.
COUNTRY CONVENIENCE
Over 3000 square feet of living area in this
5 m):- 1; bedroom, 3 bath home located at the
er- boundary. Situated on 2 acres, this
offers both country living and city
•nience. Priced in the 60's.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Attractive 3 bedroom home in Lynnwood
F:states. Interior tastefully decorated, and
exterior features 12 x 18 wooden deck and
attractive rock garden. $42,500.
ANOTHER NEW LISTING
Redecorated home in excellent condition
on Whitnell Avenue convenient to shopping
areas. Lovely landscaping and fenced
backyard. 30's. Phone 753-1222.
PRICE REDUCED $2000
Three bedroom home near the unive
rsity
with central gas heat, fenced backy
ard,
(concrete patio, and very reasonable p
rice -
flow only $21,500. Ryan Avenue.
VA(ANT4MMEDIATE OCCIPANCY
aJtu.7s5_ust listed this sharp brick home on
 large
lot one block from university. 
Hardwood
floors, fireplace in living 
room, and










Sparkling 4 bedroom home in Canterbury
Estates. This home has "everything," or
in other words all the -extras" that spell
comfortable and convenient family living
for its proud owners. Priced in upper
$60's.
LARGE AFFORDABLE NOME
Four or five bedroom home with 10 closets
and lots of room for the large family. Love-
ly wooded lot on quiet residential street
Low 50's.
MOVE RIGHT IN
Immediate occupancy on this 3 bedroom
brick home located 12 block from Carter
Elementary School. Lots of storage area,
extra garage, chain link fence in
backyard, and plenty of shade. Upper
30's.
SNEAK PREVIEW
4 bedroom home just listed on Sharpe
Street. Central gas heat - realistic price
$33,000.
NEW LISTING •
Roomy 3 bedroom brick home on quiet
street. Two baths, central gas heat, gas
grill, 2 car garage - give us a call on this
one - upper 50's.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
4000 sq. ft. insulated metal building on 11/2'
acre tract 4 miles from Murray on busy
highway. 60's.
- PRICE REDUCED $6500
Investment opportunity with this large
older home near downtown. Excellent
room arrangement for professional offices
or apartments. Also garage apartment
behind main home included in package.
Price now only $47,500.
1534 LONDON DRIVE
CANTERBURY
Words cannot describe the beauty of this
luxurious 4 bedroom home with 3-car at-
tached garage. This home features the up-
most in luxurious, convenient family living
and near perfection in quality, comfort
and design. Phone us today for an appoint-
ment to view this exclusive listing.
MITERS CHOICE
Four bedroom brick home in Kirksey.
Very neat and well built home with full
basement. Lovely garden and flower areas
in well manicured lawn. Also 40 x 50 con-
crete building 'suitable for workshop




Just listed attractive 2 bedroom home in
excellent condition, plus brick garage
apartment building with 2 apartments and
1 car garage. Good location, quiet street,
reasonable price - 40's.
BREEN ACRES
3 bedroom brick home on 4 acres located
Northwest of Murray $42,500
DREAM HOME
Large rustic contemporary home with 3
fireplaces. Situated on 2 waterfront lots
overlooking beautiful Ky. Lake.
OWNER HAS MOVED•
And wants to deal on this 3 bedroom brick
home with fireplace, attached garage with
breezeway, and excellent location I mile
from city limits. Mid 30's.
NEW LISTING
Three bedroom white brick home with 2
baths, central heat and air and lots of con-
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PUT IT IN THE
43. Real Estate 43. Real Estate
2 bsk., frame hoes.
located in the city ef
Merrily, ightal for roe-






392 II 1211i SIA
Ideal Starter home Stop
throwing your money away for
rent. Build equity in a home of
your own! Move into this char-
ming 2 bedroom and quit sav-
ing rent receipts. This doll
house has large kitchen with
washer and dryer and built-in
dishwasher Small enough to
be ecenmical but large enough
for comfort_ Call 753-1492 for













it; 19010479-2906 479 /- 1
South Fulton Tem,
lust Reduced 22500 2 family
home on large lot located near
Bel-Aire Shopping Center 2
bedroom and 1 bath on one
side and 1 bedroom apartment
on other Or easily converted to
3 bedroom 2 baths single fami-
ly home See today by calling








mobile home and 2
boat covered boat
dock located on
private cove just off
main channel of Ken-
tucky Lake. Good loca-
tion and realistic price
- $24,500. Phone Kop-







Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of •
fices, cottoges, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, aril -
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
001011 94010 Fri.60 Buy the best for less.
p.m. t S. 2 pa.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
FOR SALE
Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919









I 1. acre of land for
sale, located at 607
Sycamore. Call 753-
1690 Monday through
Friday during the day.
Large lot in old Almo with well
and trailer hookup Call 753-
8451
Site for excellent lakefront
home, overlooks Blood River
with deep water. Approximate-
ly 2 acres, community water
available. Very private, ex-
clusive area. Call Guy Spann
Realty, 753-7724.
45. Farms For Sale
10 acres of land. Call 489-
2608
For Sale. 55 acres by owner.
Would sell a portion Call 753-
8555 
46. Homes For Sale
Brick, Two bedroom house
with 2 acres. Has den, patio,
and 2 car garage which is
seperate from the house.
Located on curb road between
Olive and Hardin. $25,000. Call
354-8191 after 5 pm.
By Builder: New 4 bedroom. 2
bath house in Canterbury. Call
753-3903 for further informa-
tion.
Three bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home in city of Murray. Will ac-
cept motor home or acreage as
trade for equity. 753-8895.
47. Motorcycles 
For sale: 1979 Yamaha XS-100,
very low mileage, excellent
condition. 21450. Will give 2
helmets. Call 435-4203. '
1973 Honda BC-350 approx
imately 75 mpg Call 753-
8342
1976 Honda 554. many extras.
like new. Call 753-6597
49. Used Cars
1976 Chrysler Cordoba, 400
lean burn, burns regular gas
leather interior, 37,000 miles,
excellent gas mileage (Was
wife's car). 492-8834
1975 Chevy Malibu, 4-door,




preparing garden for planting
and yard work Call 753 612 3
Carpet cleaning at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 or 753-5816
Carpentry Service Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work Call 753-0565
Compare and save on chain
link fencing. Circle A Fencing.
753-8407 
Concrete and block work. BlockI 79 limier, Fesiore Synenceie inc
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps. free"Truman would have known how to han- estimates. 753-5476. die Congress on energy. He would have
Can't get those small Jobsmoved their special parking lots to the around the house or mobile
other side of the Potomac." home done? Carpentry, pain-
49. Used Cars
.1973 Cutlass S. 2-door, 350
with air, sharp. 753-9872 from
9 til 5.
1970 Chevrolet Impala, power
steering, powr brakes, and air
Phone 7514548 after 530
pm
52. Boats and Motors
For sale: 14' ft. Fiberglass
Runabout boat. 25 hp Johnson
motor and trailer, $325. Cali
753-0528 after 4:30 pm.
1972 Model 25 HP Johnson
motor Needs some minor car-
burator repair. Runs o.k. as is
Asking $300 Phone 436-2443.
I have few, Mazda's RX-7, 626,
GLC. call 753-0320. 53. Services Offered
1975 LTD, 16,000 actual miles,
Power, air, good condition. Call
753-4415.
1967 Mustang, 6 cylinder, real
clean. Call 753-7575 or 753-
3277.
Moving. Price reduced! 1976
Pinto wagon. 753-9795, 609
Sycamore.
1978 Pontiac Trans Am load-
ed 753-4331
1966 Pontiac convertible, best
offer. 753-9757. 
50. Used Trucks
By Owner: 1978 Beauville Van,
8 passenger, all power, tilt,
cruise, cloth captains chairs,
Michelien tires, low mileage.
Call after 6 pm, 753-6760,
1974 Chevrolet Custom Deluxe
pickup, 350 automatic with
air. 753-9872 from 9 til 5.
1974 Chevy Tandem dump
truck. 427 5 & 2 tag axle, 14
ft. Rodgers bed. 1965 530 Ck-
Case backhoe. Call 753-7396
1972 Dodge Challanger, 318 after 6 pm.
automatic. 753-9872 from 9 til
1977 Chevrolet pickup, must5. 





1977 Dodge Van, 318 burns
regular, overhead console, 5
bucket seats. custom interior,
sunroof and power vent, in-
cludes CB and tapeplayer, 2
battery system. 492-8834.
1974 Dodge van. All power,
cruise, air, fully customized in-
side and out, good sound
system, must see to appreciate.
Only $2850. Call 753-2864 or
759-1913.
1976 GMC Sierra Classic truck.
Loaded. 435-4420. 
51. Campers 
21' Giles Travel trailer, all self-
contained. Call 435-4490.
52. Boats and Motors
FOR SALE
24' 1979 Fiore Boat
used only 4 hours, pur
chased from Grayson
McClure Sept. 1,1978
Con be seen at Ken Lake
Marina. Dockage paid
until May 1980. Selling
for health reasons.
Additions, Repair work, cir-
culating fireplaces, rooting, in-
surance work. Call Murray
Remodeling. 753-5167.
Appliance repair, refrigeration
and air conditioning. Call Bill
Rollins. 753-0762.
Alcoa Aluminum siding and
trim. Call after 6 pm 753-
1873. Jack Glover.
Backhoe Work and bulldozing
437-4533 after 8 iirn 354-
8161
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and




siding, patios, small concrete
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
Driveways and parking areas,
white rocked and graded. All
kinds pea gravel. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison.
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Dog Grooming. All breeds. By
appointment. Pick up and
delivery. Connie Lampe, 436-
2510.
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates 753-
1966
For your home alterations
repair, and remodeling, also




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
759-1176 day or night.
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Ns ....qt..
Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
hi°, of
HAIRCUT $2.00 PRICE SHAVE $1.75
Fa• 14.1121 a bona mile phone WI 713 MIS am 1.4 ....a.m.. 111.01 7.1114 Service.
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Hi! Neighbor: I want to tell you what we have. We are
not a fly-by-night or big joke. When you get here we
actually have a giant stock of good stuff cheap.
We have a Lamp Departinent, almost all kinds from
$9.95 to $49.95. We have a Lumber Department:
pre-cut studs 98', other 2 x 4 studs low as 75'.
Almost any kind of framing and moldings and roofing.
We have a Vinyl Department with over 120 rolls in
stock from $2.38 sq. yd. to $10.95 sq. yd. We also
have some unfinished furniture, room-size rugs, and
black tar. We have plywood and Formica and paneling,
tile, siding, waterpipe, sack concrete. We have 4 x
4's, picnic tables, glue, windows, doors, 4 x 8 white
foam, chicken wire, nails and a whole lot more in
stock. Bring your truck & come see. Compare my price
to Martin, Mayfield or anywhere - I don't mind a bit!
Discount Building
Materials
mile south of Hazel, Ky., on 641 across from thecarpet store. PH (901) 498-9754.
FOR RESULTS
110
53. Services Offered  53. Services Offered  53. Services Offered
For your coal needs. call 19/-
8318 or write Edward I Pock
Rt I Dawson Springs KY
42408
Guttering by Sears Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Hugh Outland roofing ex-
cellent references Call 759-
1718 evenings
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears. 153-
2310. for free estimates.
Ken's Lawnmower repair 718
South 4th Fast service 753-
7400
boned Electrician and gas in-
stallation, will do plumbing,





and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings. open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows.
Also carports, single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 6 pm.
Mitchell Blacktopping,
driveways and small jobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537.
Small Engine repair, efficient
mechanic on duty at all times.
Contact Montgomery Ward
Catalog Store, 753-1966.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. 753-5857.
Will babysit in my home in Pot-
tertown, Panaroma Shores
area. Call after 5 pm. 436-
2262.
Licensed Electrician. Having
trouble getting those small
electrical jobs done Service
calls are our speciality. Call
Ernest White, 753-0605.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763
or 753-4545.
Will do plumbing heating and
air conditioning repairs and
remodeling around the home,
such as. painting, carpentry,
and concrete 753-2211 or
753-9600
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,






Willies interior and exterior
painting For free estimates
call 759-1861
Your trees could be silently suf-
fering from insect attack and
or fungus disease A new
method of pesticide injection
to your trees can correct most
of these problems easily and
quickly. Scientific and effec-
tive. Call today. EPA certified.
Kelley's Termite & Pest Con-
trol, Inc., 100 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
experience in pest control
56. Free Column
Free Kittens to give away to
good homes Housebroken and
good mousers .Call 436-5502
4 Part Beagle. part Doberman
puppies Cali 753-9488 or 753-
3144 
57. Wanted
Wanted farm families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital




3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit-
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newly




George Hodge /1 Son, Inc. Friday-Saturday
205 South 5th Street August 10th & 11th
Murray, Kentucky 10:00 a.m. Each Day
FURNITURE-APPLIANCES-ANTIQUES ETC.
ANTIQUES
7 Odd Tables, 1 Dining Table & 6 Chairs, 3 Chiffons, 1 Oak Chiffon, 2 Old Oak
Rockers, 2 Old Oak Dressers, 1 Marble-Top Dresser, 1 Old Oak Bed, 1 Bedroom
Suite (Chest, Dresser, Bed), 1 Bed with Chest & Mirror, 1 Water Fall Buffet, 1
Davenport Table, 1 Glass Door Bookcase, 5 Oak Dining Chairs, 2 Old Treddle Singer
Sewing Machines.
USED APPLIANCES
5 Refrigerators, 3 Electric Ranges, 3 Air Conditioners, 3 Automatic Washers, 1
Electric Dryer, 3 Portable Stereos, 2 19" Blk/W Portable TV, 2 25" Color Console
TV, 1 21" Color Table TV
FURNITURE
1 Metal Clothes Closet, 1 China Cabinet, 4 Beds, 6 New Chest of Drawers, 8
Couches, 6 Couch & Choir, 2 Bedroom Suites, 1 Dresser, 20 Living Room Chairs, 3
Recliner Chairs, 2 End Table/Coffee Table, 4 Odd Dining Chairs, 1 Swivel Office
Chair, 15 Lamps - electric, 6 Woven Rugs, 2 Large Carpets, 7 Dinette Sets, 2 Twin
Beds, 17 Samsonite Chairs, 2 Desks, 10 Odd Tables, 25 Restaurant Type Wood
Chairs, 15 Motel Type Padded Chairs, 5 Borrell Stools/Matching Coffee/End Tables,
100 Bedspreads.
NEW MISCELLANEOUS
5 Club Aluminum Dutch Ovens, 1 Ricer, 4 Sauce Pans, 1 Cake Pan, 2 Sets Stainless
Steel Flatware, 2 Kitchen Scales, 2 Kitchen Tool Sets, 1 35-Cup Coffee Maker, 4
Electric Coffee Makers, 4 Electric Irons, 6 Toasters, 1 Can Opener, 10 Micro-Oven
Browner, 2 Sets Micro-Oven Dishes,
NEW APPLICANCES
5 40-Channel Johnson CB's, 112" BISON Portable TV
TERMS - CASH
Not Responsible In Case Of Accidents
Owners Auctioneer
George Hodge & Son, Inc. Vernon C. Lile




105 N. 12th "Professional Services With The Friendly Touch" 753-8080
REMEMBER 'THAT OLD FARM
FEELING"
Gentlemen farmer Part time farmer? Or just to
get back to comfortable living? Approx. 74 acres-
60 high producing tillable acres, 10 acres
valuable timber, 4 in pasture. Modern brick 6
room home w/heatolator Pireplace, 8 miles SW
of Murray.
Autho Moody 753-9036
Barbara Erwin 7 5 - 41 36
B.B. Hook 753.2367
•
WOW WHAT A VALUE
rijoy easy living from a scenic view, this cozy,
csinvenient 2 BR., 2 bath home on Lakeshore Dr.
in Pine Bluff Shores. Perfect for retirement or.
week-end retreat. Priced in the mid 20'1.
PERFECT FOR TIIE
LARGE FAMILY
Spacious 4 BR., 242 bath home, in excellent con-
dition, 2 fireplaces. Den, front bedroom and hall
newly carpfted. Central gas heat, central elec.
air. Full basement. Well landscaped, large shade
trees on approx. 1 acre lot. Low 60's.
SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA
MURRAY•MAYFIELD•WINGO
PREFERRED HOMES
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST
Want a nice country home plus yearly income?
See this roomy 3 bedroom home, electric heat,
carpeted den, ample cabinets in kitchen, nice
dining area, on 30 acres, all tendable and produc-
tive. Check on this today.
Warren Shropshire 753-1277
Reuben Moody 753-9036
Homer Miller 753-7519 RE ALTO
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Deaths & Funerals
It. Col. Jones Is
Dead At Age Of 75;
Funeral Is Friday
1 iioi itus tot an R.
(Bobby Outland will be held
Friday at 3 p at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. H. C. (lodes and the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating.
Mrs. Otto Erwin will be
organist.
Harold Thurman, Novice
Pate, Kelly Burton, Harding
Galloway. Bryan Galloway,
and Groover Parker will serve
as pallbearers. Burial will'
follow in the Elm Grove
Cemetery. •
. Outland, 42, died
Monday at his home in
Warren. Mich_ He was the son
of the late Ivan Robert
Outland and Thelma Walker
Outland of Calloway County.
He had been employed with
the General Electric Com-
pany, Warren. Mich., for the
past 17 years.
S'urrivors include his
stepmother, Mrs. Erma H.
Outland, 509 South 13th Street,
Murray; daughter, Knen
Lynn Outland, Troy, Mich.;
two sons, Robert George
Outland and Ronald John
Outland. Warren, Mich. •
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP - USDA -
Estimated receipts for cattle and calves
MO; feeders 60 percent; slaughter steers
and heifers untested: cows steady to 1 00
higher. other slaughter classes and
feeders steady
Slaughter cows, commercial 3-5, 39 25-
45.25; utility 1-3 42.50-48 50; high dressing
and high boning percent utility 49.00-52.75;
cutter 1-2 41.00-48.25. slaughter bulls yield
grade 1-2 1150-1390 lb indicating 71-79
carcass boning percent 50 50-57.75;
slaughter calves and vaalers choice 125-290
lb vealers 7300.8700; choice 350-470 lb
calves 5950-7050. feeder steers chore 175-
280 lb 90.00-114.00: 390-480 lb 83.50-95.00:
600-745 lb 61.50-68.00: mixed good and
choice 300-530 lb 70.0040.00: good 315-475 lb
060-7160. 600-1035 lb 51.00-64.00; heifers
few choice 365-375 lb 71.75.73.50, mixed
goxl and choice 409435 lb 60 00-66 50. good
400-575 lb 52.7540.00
Hogs 500; barrows and gilts 25 higher:
US 1-2 21044 lb 37.70-36,10: 2 210-235 lb
37 40-37.75: 2-3260-250 lb 36.65,37 10: 3
280 lb. 35.00-36.00; 300-325 lb 32.
sows steady to 50 higher; US 1-2360-400 lb
27.50-2850. 400-500 lb 1850-29.513 500435 lb






Mrs Bill I Coke Simmons
of Hazel died Wednesday at
7130 p.m, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 76 years of age.
Born Sept. 25, 1902,1  in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Joel Eli
Bishop and Memphis Elula
Bishop.
Mrs. Simmons is survived
by her husband, Bill Simmons,
Hazel; one step daughter,
Mrs. Euva Calfee, DeSoto,
Mo.; three step great gran-
ddaughters, Kate. Kim, and
Karen, St. Louis, Mo.; four
nieces, Ann Piedpoint and
Carolyn Wheatley, Buchanan,
Tenn.,' Paulette Orr, Puryear,
Tenn., and Ruby Broach,
Henry, Tenn.
The funeral will be held
Friday, with time to be an-
nounced, at the chapel of the
Miller Funeral Home, Hazel,
with Bill Dillon and John Dale
officiating. Burial will follow
in the New Providence
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Hog Market a
Federal-State Market News Service
' August 9,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 291 Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts .50 higher Sows under 450 lbs 50-
1.00 lower over 450 lbs. $1 00-200 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . *36.75-3700
US 2 200-240 lbs. ....... $36.50-36.75
US 2-3 240-250 11s.  625.50-36.50
US 2-4 260-280 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2270-35011w. 625.00-26.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. . 224.00-25.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. *22.00-2760
1JS 1-3 500-650 lbs. . 627.00-26.50




- The luxury Grand Hotel has
bought 40 large bedroom
heaters to replace the portable
ones stolen by guests.
••We had to order ones which
were too big to be packed and





For Bobby Outland Joins Law Firm
Word has been received of
the death of U. Col. ( ret.
Clarence Jones of Muskogee,
Okla., who died Wednesday at
6:30 p.m. at a Veterans
Hospital there.
The deceased was 75 years
of age and retired from the
United States Army after 20
years of service. He served in
World War II, Korean Con-
flict, and also in Guano.
He is survived by his wife,
the former Lois [man of
Murray, of Muskogee, Okla.:
one son, C. Q. Jones, Jr..
Boynton Beach, Fla.: three
granddaughters.
Also surviving are two local
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Harvey
Dixon of Murray and Mrs.
Keith Pace of Hardin.
Funeral services will be
held Friday with the Bradley
Funeral Horne of Muskogee,
Okla., in charge of
arrangements. Burial will
follow in a cemetery there.
Fire Department
Answers Call At
East Side Body Shop
The Murray Fire Depart-
ment responded to a car fire at
the' East Side Body Shop on
Chestnut Street, a department
spokesman said.
Damage was to the rear of
the auto and cause of the fire
is unknown, the spokesman





Jack McLeod, Route 1,
Dexter, was charged with first
degree assault in the stabbing
of Rondell Woods, according




McLeod is being lodged in the
county jdil and bond was set at
$20,000.
Richard W. Jones, son .f
Mr. and Mrs. C.W. Jones, 8.15
South 16th Street, Murray, s
associated with Harold
Hurt, PSC, a local law firm.
A member of the Callow r,
County Public Defenders
Program, Jones recently was
admitted to practice law in
Richard W. Jones
Kentucky after successfully
passing the February bar
examination.
Jones graduated with
honors from Salmon P. Chase
College of Law of Northern
Kentucky University.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest it
noon, EDT. today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
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Wholl Pay You9.320%On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time depos
its.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 o
r more
Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these money market
certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This 9.320% ra
te is effec-
tive on certificates purchased from now through August 15.
GWE
Will!
WHO'LL PAY YOU 7.7% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?
If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only 1% below
the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest rate for
August is 7.7% and yields 8.003%. The rate on new certificates is determined the
first of each month.
WHO'LL PAY YOU 514% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?
Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn in-
terest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 51/4%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.
WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?
A substantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of
deposit.
he PEOPLES 1 
BANK
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All tratkovering packaged in double rolls.
Sole ends September 4, unless otherwise noted.
While at Chase, Jones was
on the staff of the Northern
Kentucky Law Review and
participated in National Moot
Court competition. He also
was appointed as the student
representative on the law
school admissions committee.
Jones served as an intern
for the Public Defender
program in Campbell County
defending juveniles. Also, he
was employed by the Pre-
Trial Release Service in
Kenton and Campbell
Counties.
Upon graduation, Jones was
employed by Pre-Trail
Release Service in the 56th
judicial district, comprised of
Trigg, Lyon, Caldwell and
Livingston Counties. As the
pre-trial release officer, Jones
investigated the background
of arrestees and made
recommendations to the court
as to whether bond should be
allowed.
Jones is a 1975 graduate of
Murray State University and a
1971 graduate of Murray High
School. While at MSU, he was
a member of the Delta Sigma
Rho Chapter of Tau Kappa
Alpha, honorary forensic
society and Lambda Chi
Alpha, social fraternity. Jones
also was active in in-
terscholastic debate.
Jones is married to the
former Vicki Ray of LaCenter.
Mrs. Jones practices law for
the Public Advocacy
Program, Paducah. They
have a daughter, Jessica
Kimberly, nine months.
Jones also has been em-
ployed as a paralegal in-
structor.
Discard canned food that
leaks or bulges. The more
deadly type of food poisoning,
botulism, is likely to show up
in under-processed canned
fish, meats and vegetables.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
INTERNATIONAL
HANOI, Vietnam API - A
U.S. congressional delegation
hopes to meet with acting
Foreign Minister Nguyen Co
Thach and other senior
Vietnamese officials today to
discuss the refugee problem,
U.S.-Vietnamese ties, the
conflict in Cambodia and
other issues.
"We hope our visit will give
the Vietnamese a reflection of
the various attitudes of the
American people," delegation
Icader Benjamin S. Rosenthal,
D-N.Y., said Wednesday
shortly before his group
arrived in Hanoi from
Malaysia.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( API -
America's poor would get $1.6
billion in energy aid nett year
under a tentative plan that
hinges on congressional ap-




assistant director of the White
House domestic policy staff,
said Wednesday the plan
would use $1.2 billion of the
proposed tax revenues for
special energy allowances in
1980. The remaining $400
million would go to state
governments for emergency
assistance programs to help
families with "energy-related
crises."
WASHINGTON (API - The
Carter administration is
scrutinizing r wholesale food
prices, which fell from April
through June. While prices
paid to farmers have been
moderating, the trend has not
extended to the nation's
grocery stores.
The Council on Wage and
Price Stability on Wednesday
criticized food processors,
wholesalers and retailers for
large second-quarter in-
creases in their markups.
NATIONAL
BOSTON (API - Despite
the development of special
breast X-rays and other
diagnostic tools, the best way
to find breast cancer is still a
yearly physical exam, a study
shows.
Other health exports have
urged that women who run a
high risk of developing breast
cancer should have a yearly
X-ray, called a mam-
mography.
But the latest report con-
cludes this method is so
inaccurate it is probably not
worth the added doses of
radiation, which some critics
have said may itself cause
breast cancer.
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas
(API - A 40-mile-long tongue
of runaway Mexican crude oil
drifted ominously offshore of
Padre Island as pollution from
the world's largest oil spill
resumed it northward ad-
vance, troubling shrimpers
already frightened- by a
meager harvest.
Gulf breezes that powered
the huge spill from a blown-
out Mexican oil well toward
the white resort beaches of the
Texas Gulf Coast picked up
Wednesday. And forecasters




Best Way To Travel
WASHINGTON (API -
President Carter may have
made Amtrak happy by taking
the train to Baltimore and
declaring it the best way to
travel. But he didn't make a
lot of friends in the bus in-
dustry.
After thinking it over for a
day, the American Bus
Association decided Wed-
nesday to set him straight.
"That Amtrak Metrohner
that you rode, besides being a
fuel guzzler, also cost in
government subsidy an
amount equal to about half of
the fare you paid," ABA
president Arthur D. Lewis told
Carter in a letter.
"Not just your fare." he
added,- -but also the fares of
ever)-one riding with you.!'
Carter and his party, which
included a pool of reporters
and cameramen who paid
their own fare, occupied the
last car of one of the regular
Metroliners that ply the New
York-Washington corridor.
Ev,ery passenger was charged
the regular 7.50 round-trip
fare.
In Baltimore, the president
declared he was taking the
train "not only because it is
the ,best way. to come from
Washington to Baltimore, but
also because I wanted to show
my support for a strong mass
transportation system."
A White House sookesrnan
says Carter "obviously meant
to include bus travel." But
that word hadn't gotten to
Lewis.
"If the bus industry last
year had carried' all of
Amtrak's pasengers on its
regular operations, it would
have used only 36 million
gallons of fuel as contrasted to
the 101 million gallons that
Amtrak used," he wrote.
"Further, the bus industry
would have carried them at no
cost to the federal treasury."
e 4e•el.
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05676 Ma Stomoyon WOloams Company
Free Decorating Service. Easy charge convenience with Master Charge or Visa.
753-3321
Murray South;ide
Shopping Ctr. So. 12th St.
